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Executive Summary 

Beneath assessing the environmental and economic impacts of the CommONEnergy refurbishment 
measures as it is done in Deliverable D5.6, it is important to also consider social aspects to get a full 
view on sustainability.  

In order to perform a respective assessment of the CommONEnergy refurbishment measures, in a first 
step, social and functional indicators as developed by the EU project Open House for the sustainability 
assessment of buildings are introduced. Next, the use phases of the CommONEnergy solution sets are 
assessed qualitatively using these indicators as a basis. From this, some indicators, that are found not 
applicable in the CommONEnergy framework, are excluded from further considerations. 

This first assessment shows that most refurbishment measures are positively influencing Thermal 
Comfort. Refurbishment measures related to lighting mostly also positively influence Visual Comfort and 
Personal safety and security of users; measures dealing with ventilation have additional impacts on 
Indoor Air Quality. Most refurbishment measures influence more than one indicator. The measures 
positively influencing the most indicators and therefore rating best are modular multifunctional climate 
adaptive façade systems, green integration, thermo-acoustic envelopes and iBEMS and control 
strategies.  

In parallel, the method of LCWE-SoHo is introduced, which can be used to assess the whole life cycle 
related social and cultural risks of a value chain. Basing on the LCA models described in 
CommoNEnergy Deliverable D 5.6, LCWE-SoHo is performed, thus giving insights into the risks related 
to Labour Laws and Decent Work, Health and Safety, Human Rights and Governance that workers 
employed within the Life Cycles of the refurbishment measures face.  

When presenting the results, at first the LCWE-SoHo risk distributions for the reference situations are 
shown, which gives insight into the social risk profile of the energy consumption in the different case 
study countries. It can for example be seen that a country that uses high shares of renewables in his 
power grid mix like Austria receives good results for Health and Safety in comparison countries that 
purchase a great part of their energy resources globally. Most case study country grid mixes show low 
risks for Human Right violations or risks related to bad Governance.  

Then both methods, LCWE-SoHo and the adapted Open House indicators, are combined in the 
CommONEnergy Socio-functional and cultural assessment, which is carried out for every case study 
and refurbishment measure. For this, an index to display LCWE-SoHo results is developed, which 
includes both the mean risk variation and the reduction of high risk work for the indicator categories 
Labour Laws and Decent Work, Human Health, Human Rights and Governance. 

Results show that the reduction of a shopping centre`s energy demand above all leads to overall 
reductions in high risk work. Furthermore, slight shifts in risk distribution are caused by processes that 
couldn`t be located within a specific country due to unknown or intransparent upstream chains. These 
global or EU risk averages lead to higher mean risk values than processes that could be directly 
assigned to highly industrialized countries within the EU. Furthermore, where the upstream chain 
information of the products applied in the refurbishment measures, which contains resource extraction 
and manufacturing of primary products, is of sufficient relevance and processes can be located to 
respective countries, a shift towards higher mean risk values can be identified as the negative working 
conditions in terms of the assessed categories show higher risks in the resource extracting and primary 
product producing countries. 

The highest indicator value is reached in the indicator Health and Safety in the case study City Syd for 
refurbishment measure 4.3, which includes the preceding measures. Negative impacts occurred 
especially concerning the Open House indicators Conversion Feasibility and Area Efficiency, which can 
be reduced by energy efficiency promoting measures.    

To summarize the results of all indicators into one diagram, all indicator values for the most 
comprehensive solution set of each case study are added without weighting and results depicted in a 
slider diagram showing how the case study performs compared to the best possible assessment (full 
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score for all indicators). Best overall ratings in this ex-post socio-functional and cultural assessment are 
identified for City Syd and Modena Canaletto.  

Introduction 

The CommONEnergy project aims at reducing the energy consumption in European shopping malls, 
while contributing to the improvement of customers experience in the mall (thanks to better indoor 
environment), through deep retrofitting. Solution sets and strategies, as well as methods and tools are 
developed to support their implementation and to assess their environmental, economic and social 
impacts through the entire life cycle. In terms of sustainability discussions, environmental impact 
assessment has been widened up by integrating economic and social product assessments. 

The awareness of environmental impacts of products or systems has given rise to develop the 
methodology of the Life Cycle Assessment (LCA): By addressing a product`s Life Cycle from production 
to end-of-life, shifts of burdens between these stages are avoided (see Figure 1). 

To assess economic impacts of product life cycles, Life Cycle Costing (LCC) is applied. LCA and LCC 
are able to quantitatively evaluate environmental and economic impacts of products or systems over 
their entire life cycle. 
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Figure 1: Three pillars of sustainability and Life Cycle Thinking Approach. 

 

Social impact assessment in LCA is still under development due to its complexity and currently not 
widely used yet. There is no standardized method accepted so far but a number of quantitative and 
qualitative approaches. One challenge is that social aspects relevant for a product`s production phase 
often differ widely from aspects dominating the use phase: While production mainly affects workers and 
their surroundings, which may be very different and distant from the location of use of the product.  

The developed retrofitting solutions (specific measures were studied in CommONEnergy WP3 & WP4 
feeding into solution-sets as defined in WP5) aim both to reduce the energy consumption and improve 
the energy-efficiency within the shopping centres, but they also affect socio-functional aspects such as 
of comfort and health, safety and security of users. At the same time, during their production, socio-
cultural aspects to be considered are for example labour rights, human rights, and governance. 

Regarding this situation, for the CommONEnergy socio-cultural and functional impact assessment, a 
mixed approach is chosen, basing on existing indicator sets that were developed to assess buildings` or 
building components` sustainability during the use phase. For the production phase the method Life 
Cycle Working Environment (LCWE) is applied in combination with data on social risks to cover aspects 
related to material and energy production on a quantitative way in consistency with the LCA model. 
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The following solution set components and additional refurbishment measures are assessed (Table 1): 

 

Table 1: Overview of solution set components. 

Solution set components 

Ventilative Cooling 

Modular multifunctional climate adaptive façade 
system 

Green integration 

Smart coating materials 

Light tubes 

Artificial light tubes 

Hybrid spot 

Wall washer 

Skylight roof 

Thermo-acoustic envelope 

iBEMS and control strategies 

Thermal solar collector 

Battery 

Electrolyse and hydrogen storage 

PV module 

Water loop 

Thermal cascade 

Effective artificial lighting systems 

Heating and cooling setpoint management 

Demand control ventilation 

Infiltration rates reduction 

New windows 

Heat recovery systems  

Improving HVAC effects 

 

 

Case study shopping centres assessed are Katané, Mercado del Val, Donauzentrum, City Syd, Grand 
Bazar, Modena Canaletto, Silute Pamarys, Studlendas and Waasland 1 and 2. 

The social impact assessment approach is in line with the whole building sustainability assessment for 
the three demonstration buildings in WP6 within the CommONEnergy project.  
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Social-cultural and functional impact assessment 
 

1 Existing standards and methodological basis 

 

CEN/TC 350 

The European standards for sustainability in building construction and other construction works is 
illustrated by Figure 2 adapted from EN 15643-1:“Sustainability of construction works – Sustainability 
assessment of buildings – Part 1: General framework” [EN 15643-1]. 

Within the documents of the CEN/TC 350 working group, environmental aspects and indicators are the 
ones most developed and detailed. But also social and economic aspects are described in EN 15643-3: 
“Sustainability of Construction Works – Assessment of Buildings – Part 3: Framework for the 
assessment of social performance” [EN 15643-3], and EN 15643-4 “Sustainability of Construction 
Works – Assessment of Buildings – Part 4: Framework for the assessment of economic performance” 
[EN 15643-4]. 

CEN/TC 350 recommends the assessment of buildings considering environmental, social and economic 
aspects taking into account technical characteristics and functionality of a building. The assessment 
includes the whole life cycle of a building: 

 Production  

 Construction  

 In-Use  

 End of life 

 

The social performance measures should be represented through indicators for the following categories 
[EN 15643-3]:  

 Health and Comfort;  

 Accessibility;  

 Maintenance;  

 Safety / Security;  

 Loadings on the neighborhood.  
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Figure 2: Suite of related European Standards for sustainability in building construction according to AFNOR (2016) 

 

 

OpenHouse project 

Within the European project “Open House” [Open House] different certification systems for sustainable 
buildings were identified. Therefore existing green building schemes and indicators were investigated 
into detail (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3: Open House considered green building schemes and basis. [Open House] 

 

Based on the green building schemes, a maximum indicator set was established for Open House, the 
indicators and sub-indicators were chosen and voted in many workshops with representatives of green 
building councils, industries and public in order to form a bottom up bases of important indicators to be 
considered (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4: Number of Open House indicators and of other certification schemes. [Open House] 

 

The Open House indicators were grouped in the vertical categories “Environmental Quality”, “Social/ 
Functional Quality” and “Economic Quality” and horizontal categories “Technical Characteristics”, 
“Process Quality” and “Location” (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5: Overview of the 6 assessment categories of the OPEN HOUSE framework. [Open House] 

 

Each category is composed of several indicators assessing different key issues for the sustainability of 
the project. Each indicator consists in one or several sub-indicators that evaluate a precise issue 
covered by the indicator topic.  

Hereafter the focus is on the “Social/ Functional Quality” indicators of Open House, due to the fact that 
these also build the basis for the CommONEnergy social-functional indicators. Open House states the 
following indicators for “Social/ Functional Quality”: 

 

Barrier-free Accessibility: Accessibility to the built infrastructure is essential for differently abled 
people  to be able to exercise their rights and participate fully in society. The main goal is to plan and 
construct buildings which have the best accessibility for people with physical, sensorial and cognitive 
disabilities (“Design for all”). Moreover, workplaces must be organized to take account of workers with 
disabilities, if necessary. This provision applies in particular to the doors, passageways, staircases, 
showers, washbasins, lavatories and workstations used or occupied directly by people with disability. 
The building must provide enough free places, areaways with special width and length, planar 
movement areas and ramps (entrance etc.). People with sensoric limitations need tactile elements or 
inductive audio systems. 
 
Personal safety and security of users: This indicator aims at assessing the prevention strategies and 
the preparedness of a building against accidents, disasters, users' health issues, damages and losses 
of building items. This includes the satisfaction of minimum health and safety requirements at the 
workplace, the reduction of damage if an accident should occur inside and outside the building by the 
provision of emergency exits, and measures preventing building users from crime, such as monitoring 
and alarm systems.  

Thermal comfort: The objective of the Thermal Comfort indicator is to provide a comfortable thermal 
environment supporting customers’ experience, productivity and well-being of building users, both 
during summer and winter. Sub-Indicators are the operative temperature in winter and summer, the 
radiant temperature asymmetry, the floor temperature, draught and air velocity and humidity in indoor 
air.  

Indoor air quality: This indicator aims at providing sufficient indoor air quality and avoiding negative 
impacts on user’s health. It aims at minimizing Ozone, VOCs, Formaldehyde, Pesticides, Benzene, 
carcinogens etc.., which have to be measured. Sub-indicators are ventilation rates, CO2 concentrations 
and subjective reactions to indoor air quality.  

Water Quality: The indicator aims at avoiding water contamination and ensuring a reliable water supply 
system. This includes water for human consumption and water for other operational systems such as 
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humidifiers, air washers or indoor fountains. For this, a constant water supply needs to be existent, and 
water needs to be disinfected by ozonation.  

Acoustic comfort: The indicator aims at a low level of interference and background noise. It depends 
on intelligibility and absorbability of sound propagation. Sub-indicators are indoor ambient noise levels 
and reverberation periods.  

Visual comfort: High quality illumination including high degree of daylight at low energy demand is the 
main goal of this indicator. Additional sub-indicators are view to the outside, glare prevention, light 
distribution, color rendering and the prevention of blinking and flashing lights. 

Operation comfort: aims at the possibility of users to control or have an impact on the parameters of 
the indoor environment such as ventilation, shading, glare prevention, temperatures; regulation of 
daylight and artificial light and on the ease of operation.  

Service Quality: Matching service level and user expectations; provision of services such as recreation 
or relaxation areas, restaurants or kitchenettes, sports facilities, child care, medical facilities or post or 
courier services in or close to the building, and provision of areas for relaxing, rain, snow, sun or wind 
protection outside the building. 

Electromagnetic pollution: Minimization of impacts of electromagnetic fields at the location. These 
fields can be measured or estimated based on the number / existence of wireless LANs, Bluetooth 
technologies, microwave ovens, dielectric heatings, mobile telephone antennas etc.. 

Public Accessibility: the indicator aims at increasing the communication with the public, the 
acceptance of the building and a feeling of safety. Sub-indicators are general public access to the 
building, external facilities open for the public, interior facilities such as libraries or cafeterias open for 
public, possibilities for third parties to rent rooms, and variety of uses for public areas.  

Noise from building and site: Aims at reaching a low level of noise from building and site to prevent 
disturbance to nearby noise sensitive sites. For this, the sources of noise of the building need to be 
planned or situated as far as possible from potential sensitive neighboring buildings and / or a noise 
assessment needs to be done. 

Quality of the Design and Urban Development of the Building and Site: Aims at high architectural 
quality of the building and urban district through planning competitions and at roof design and 
accessibility, which shall enhance the development of a three-dimensional urban surrounding. 

Area Efficiency: Aims at the economical handling of space. The indicator is based on an index which is 
basically the ratio of usable floor area to total floor area. 

Conversion Feasibility: Awards for flexibility and quick and easy change of building usage. Sub-
indicators are indoor height clearance, the possibility to change room-separating elements, the 
reversibility of power and media supply and heating and water supply / disposal.  

Bicycle Comfort: Aims at encouraging the use of bicycles by the provision of infrastructure like parking 
area, facilities for comfort and security, etc.. 

Material sourcing: Aims at the use of certified natural resources, especially wood.  

Local materials – socially responsible souring: Aims at the use of local / regional technical, 
architectural, bioclimatic, historic, cultural technological solutions (vernacular architecture, local, 
traditional bio/natural materials...), local/regional sourcing of materials, products and services (including 
employment of local unemployed people) and the local/regional sourcing of materials and products.  
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Social Life Cycle Assessment and Life Cycle Working Environment  

The OpenHouse socio-functional assessment mainly focusses on the use phase of a building or 
building components. Following the recommendations of CEN/TC350, which applies the principles of 
Life Cycle Assessment, also the production and the end-of-life phase of products or measures cause 
social impacts which should be taken into consideration within a sustainability assessment. 

Addressing this issue, several approaches, frameworks and related databases for Social Life Cycle 
Assessment (SLCA) have been developed in recent years.  

The most comprehensive framework was published by a working group of the United Nations 
Environment Programme (UNEP) in cooperation with the Society of Environmental Toxicology and 
Chemistry (SETAC) in 2009 (Benoît et al. 2009). It was developed in line with the ISO 14040 (ISO 
14040 2009) and 14044 (ISO 14044 2006) standard for Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) and recommends 
the steps of Goal and Scope definition, Inventory Analysis, Impact Assessment and Interpretation. For 
indicator development, it considers the conventions on fundamental principles and rights at work issued 
by the International Labour Organization (ILO 2010). Based on the methodological outcomes and the 
indicators provided by this working group, the Social Hotspots Database was developed which 
classifies working time of workers included in the value chain in different risk levels for each indicator 
and country (cp. next chapter, Step 2). 

 

One approach to assess social impacts based on the same mass and energy flow models as used in 
environmental Life Cycle Assessment was developed by the department Life Cycle Engineering (GaBi) 
and is named Life Cycle Working Environment (LCWE) (Barthel 2015). As a unique characteristic, it 
allows a quantification of socio-economic indicators by combining statistical data with Life Cycle 
Inventory data of mass and energy flow models on a process level: LCWE uses cost information (net 
value added) of the inventory of the life cycle inventory model to allocate statistical information on each 
process. Therefore, processes can be evaluated regarding their social impacts without the need of 
primary data collection. LCWE provides a mean to analyze social indicators over complete life cycles. 
As such it offers an approach in consistency to LCA as it is adressing the same system boundaries and 
level of detail (cp. next chapter, Step 2). 
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2 CommONEnergy Social- functional Assessment Methodology  

 

 

Figure 6: CommONEnergy Socio-functional and cultural assessment approach. 

Figure 6 shows the principles of the CommONEnergy Social-functional Assessment Methodology. 
Based on the OpenHouse Social-functional indicators, which are reduced to a set of indicators suitable 
for energy refurbishment measures, a qualitative assessment of the refurbishment measures is 
performed for the use phases of the measures in Step 1.  

In Step 2, a quantitative assessment of indicators related to the life cycles of the refurbishment 
measures is added. Both assessments are then combined to the CommONEnergy socio-functional and 
cultural assessment in Step 3. 
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Step 1: Restriction to energy refurbishment measures and qualitative assessment of Open 
House indicators 

The CommONEnergy ocial-functional assessment is based on the European research project “Open 
House” (EU FP7). For CommONEnergy, the list of indicators is adopted to match the aim of retrofitted 
shopping centers (see WP6). The Open House social-functional assessment summarizes a multitude of 
different indicators that relate to the use phase of buildings / building components. 

Table 2 shows these indicators as well as the analyzed refurbishment measures` influence on these 
OpenHouse social-functional indicators. 

This influence was assigned based on the OpenHouse Indicator descriptions using information 
CommonEnergy case study information (e.g. from Deliverable D5.1) and internal expert judgement.  

A + marks a direct and positive influence of a refurbishment measure to an indicator; (+) represents an 
indirect positive influence and (-) an indirect negative one. 0 means no influence of sufficient relevance. 

In the following, for all refurbishment measures, their potential influence on OpenHouse social-
functional indicators are qualitatively assessed as explained above. Verbal justification is given for all 
direct and indirect contributions. For many refurbishment measures and their influences on indicators, 
only potentials can be shown, as the actual influence very much depends on the kind of realization and 
on local conditions. So in the following social-functional assessment of the CommONEnergy solution 
sets, some assessments may vary due to additional information for the respective case study.  

Additionally, it has to be mentioned that many refurbishment measures have numerous other positive 
effects on environmental targets or on outdoor aspects not assessed within these indicators. The 
assessment here concentrates on the social functional indicators as defined by OpenHouse for building 
sustainability assessment.  
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Table 2 Allocation of different cluster of refurbishment measures to CommONEnergy social-functional indicator. 
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Ventilative Cooling 

Ventilative cooling directly positively affects Thermal Comfort, as it aims at a reduction of thermal 
energy and heat by external air flow.  

It also positively affects Indoor Air Quality by providing air exchange. 

On Acoustic Comfort, impacts are ambiguous: if the air conditioning system replaced by ventilative 
cooling is causing noise, ventilative cooling leads to an improvement. If outdoor noise is significant, 
acoustic comfort may decrease due to ventilative cooling.  

The need for thermal mass combined with ventilative cooling may negatively affect the Area Efficiency 
of the building.  

 

Modular multifunctional climate adaptive façade system 

Modular multifunctional climate adaptive façade systems include elements of ventilative cooling.  
Therefore it has similar effects on Thermal Comfort, Indoor Air Quality and Acoustic Comfort.  

Glass façades allow daylight to enter the building; depending on their orientation they can be covered 
by sun screens to prevent blending and overheating. Therefore, modular multifunctional climate 
adaptive façade systems positively influence Visual Comfort.  

Sun screens can be controlled easily, so Operation Comfort is increased.  

The modular structure allows for easy positioning or repositioning of windows, and also sun screens 
can be assembled or reassembled easily, so there is a positive effect on Conversion Feasibility.  

 

Green integration 

Green integration on outer walls prevents overheating of the building through solar radiation and 
positively affects Thermal Comfort. Furthermore, irrigation of green integrated within the building leads 
to latent cooling.  

Indoor air quality is affected positively when plants are integrated inside the building or when the 
measure is combined with ventilative cooling, e.g. by reduced CO2 concentrations. 

Quality of the Design and Urban Development of the Building Site can be positively affected by Green 
integration with high architectural quality. Service Quality can be affected when Green integration leads 
to an area being considered as having recreational value. 

Area efficiency can be negatively affected by green integration (e.g. trees on parking areas); when 
using Green integration on outdoor facades, no negative effect on Area efficiency is assumed. 

 

Smart coating materials Reflective coating 

Reflective coating of the roof levels the indoor surface roof temperature and leads to a more uniform 
temperature in the rooms concerned (cp. Deliverable D5.1), thus positively affecting Thermal Comfort.  

As they generally show the same influences on the indicators applied, the following assessment  
description is valid for the refurbishment measures Light tubes, Artificial light tubes, Hybrid spots, 
Wall washers and Skylight roof .  

As they optimize illumination, the positively affect Personal Safety and Security of Users.  

Depending on the heat input of the replaced illumination, the measures positively affect Thermal 
Comfort.  

They also increase Visual Comfort, for example by introducing daylight.  
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Skylight roofs have a potential to positively affect the Quality of the Design and Urban Development of 
the Building Site, as they may include high quality architectural approaches.  

In addition, Modular Skylight roofs positively affect Conversion Feasibility, as they can be adjusted 
easily to new patterns of use.  

 

Thermo-acoustic envelopes 

Thermo-acoustic envelopes reduce thermal conductivity and heat exchange between components and 
therefore positively influence Thermal Comfort.  

Also Acoustic Comfort is positively affected through the acoustic absorption properties of the material.  

Thermo-acoustic envelopes are drywall installations and therefore easy to fix and unfix; Conversion 
Feasibility is therefore positive.  

 

iBEMS and control strategies 

iBEMS and control strategies, beneath energy saving, aim at the need-based and optimized controlling 
of different building technology systems and may therefore positively affect Thermal Comfort, Indoor Air 
Quality and Visual Comfort. In addition, optimally they increase Operation Comfort.  

 

Thermal solar collector 

As thermal energy produced by a thermal solar collector can be stored in a buffer tank and included into 
the heating circuit, thermal solar collectors have a relation to Thermal Comfort, but Thermal Comfort is 
not actually changed by this measure.  

This buffer tank can potentially negatively affect Area Efficiency.  

Also Conversion Feasibility can be negatively influenced by the installations necessary for a thermal 
solar collector.  

 

Batteries 

Batteries show no influence on the socio-functional indicators regarded here, except for one: depending 
on the size of the battery, Area Efficiency and Conversion Feasibility might be influenced negatively by 
the installations necessary.  

 

Electrolyse and hydrogen storage 

Also with integration of electrolyse and hydrogen storage, due to the additional space demand Area 
Efficiency and due to the necessary installations Conversion Feasibility may be negatively affected.  

 

PV module 

PV modules may show influences on Thermal Comfort due to the provision of shaded areas, for 
example if installed on a parking. If they are installed on a roof, they lower ceiling surface temperatures, 
which improves Thermal Comfort in the adjacent rooms (cp. Deliverable D5.1).  

 

Water loops and Thermal Cascades include modifications of the cooling / heating circuit that do not 
affect the end user`s Thermal Comfort, nor any other socio functional indicator except for Area 
Efficiency and Conversion Feasibilty (Thermal Cascades). 
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Effective artificial lighting systems / LED Lightning, Zone lightning, Advanced concepts 

This measure is supposed to reduce glare and assimilate indoor to outdoor lightning conditions, which 
causes the customer to visually perceive a more natural environment (cp. Deliverable D5.1). Influence 
on Visual Comfort is therefore positive; also Operation Comfort is influenced positively. Thermal 
Comfort is affected positively as heat input is reduced. As the lightning is designed very specifically for 
current needs, the effort for use conversion increases and the indicator Conversion Feasibility is 
influenced negatively.  

 

Additional refurbishment measures taken for the case studies are described as follows: 

 

Heating and cooling setpoint management 

Heating and cooling setpoint management leads to a reduction of temperature indoor and outdoor 
differences, which are considered uncomfortable by many people; the indicator Thermal Comfort is 
therefore positively affected.  

 

Demand control ventilation 

Demand control ventilation aims at an adjustment (part-time reduction and increase), of ventilation to 
the actual demand. Although this may reduce the influx of fresh air, no impacts on indoor air quality are 
expected (cp. Deliverable D5.1). 

 

Improving appliances energy efficiency 

This measure, taken for example for IT equipment, cash machines, kitchen equipment, escalators and 
elevators, leads to a reduction of temperature inside the building and therefore positively affects 
Thermal Comfort.  

 

Infiltration rates reduction / revolving doors 

The introduction of revolving doors has a potential negative effect on barrier-free accessibility. A 
positive impact on Thermal Comfort is expected close to the doors due to the reduction of cold draughts 
in winter (cp. Deliverable D5.1).  

 

New windows 3layered 

New windows with better insulation properties positively affect Thermal Comfort and Acoustic Comfort.  

 

Heat recovery systems 

Heat recovery systems positively affect Thermal Comfort by leveling temperature.  

 

Improving HVAC effects 

This measure leads to a reduction of the peak temperatures in mid-season (winter). This means indoor 
and outdoor temperatures are closer; so the indicator Thermal Comfort is positively influenced.  

Table 2 and the above text show that the indicators Water quality, Electromagnetic pollution, Public 
Accessibility, Noise from Building and site, Bicycle comfort and Material sourcing are not affected by the 
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CommONEnergy Refurbishment measures and can therefore be neglected in the following. Local 
materials socially responsible sourcing is strongly dependent on local conditions which are not known to 
the authors and is therefore also neglected.  

Step2: LCWE-SoHo 

 

Method 

In addition to socio functional aspects of retrofitting that relate to the user of a shopping center, a variety 
of socio-cultural implications are attached to the value chain of the products used for the retrofitting 
measure and the energy consumption in the use phase. Most of them are directly related to the workers 
participating in the value chain, regarding for example wages, labour laws or health and safety. Others 
rather perceive workers as inhabitants of countries or regions which can be characterized regarding 
their stability or comportment towards human rights. Assessing a life cycle with regards to such social 
issues is not yet a state-of-the art procedure widely used but rather an innovative new way to bring 
transparency to value chains and to identify social shifts of burden: To what extent do we rely or depend 
on instable countries? Do we benefit of other people`s misery? How can we improve the social 
performance of our products? And, regarding the retrofitting of shopping centers, in what way do they 
improve the social characteristics of their life cycles?  

When performing social assessments along LCA value chains, which consist of industrial processes 
that include material and energy in- and outputflows, a very important methodological question is how to 
relate social indicator information to LCA process information. 

A method to consistently cover this is Life Cycle Working Environment (LCWE) according to Barthel 
(2015), joining environmental Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) models and social assessment of the 
workplace related impacts. The method starts with the Life Cycle Inventory from LCA, which is a model 
of the systems including all material and energy flows. All flows are in a first step provided with prices 
based on statistics. From these, added value can be calculated for every process along the value chain 
by subtracting the values of input flows from the value of the process product output flows. 

Next, LCA processes are related to different industry sectors and located on a country level. As the 
working time per value added is statistically recorded on sector and country level, it is possible to link 
the statistical working time information to the LCA based process specifications. By combining this 
information, for each LCA process, related working seconds can be derived. In the next step, the 
method enables to characterize process working seconds along value chains regarding different social 
indicators that are available per sector and country.  

This method has been applied in combination with GaBi LCA data before, but the LCWE data basis has 
undergone a profound update in the course of this project. This regards the cost structure of the LCA 
model, but also the sector specific working time values.that have been matched to EUROSTAT and is 
therefore updateble on a regular basis.  

In CommONEnergy, social indicators as provided by the Social Hotspots Database are used (LCWE-
SoHo). The Social Hotspots Database classifies working time in different risk levels for each indicator, 
industry and country and can therefore be combined with the LCWE method according to Barthel 
(2005). Results then show the characteristic risk distribution of the value chains, either displayed by 
single indicator, or condensed in one. This combination of LCWE and Social Hotspots Database is an 
absolute novel, which, on the one hand side opens up tremendous possibilities for Life Cycle data 
analyses. On the other hand side, using the method for the first time in this project shows some 
limitations and further demand for research and improvements (cp. chapter Summary and Outlook). 

 

Figure 7 depitcts the assessment structure of the LCWE-SoHo method. The LCA model, which was 
developed in CommONEnergy Task 5.5, deals as a basis for assessment and defines the assessed 
system including all assumptions and restrictions. In a first step, for each process a value added has 
been calculated and both location and sector have been assigned using working seconds statistics. The 
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indicators from the Social Hotspots Database have then been assigned to the processes deriving risk 
levels from the indicator-country-sector database. In matching these information, the working seconds 
are qualified through their social risk level, resulting in a risk distribution based on the involved working 
time. 

 

Process 1; Process
value added

Industry sector and
country Process 1

Working seconds
Process 1

Social Hotspots Database: Social risk indicators per country and
industry sector

Working seconds at 
social risk levels

Process1

LCA model

LCWE

Statistics: Working seconds per value added per industry sector

 

Figure 7: LCWE –SoHo Method 

 

Indicators 

The Social Hotspots Database provides a multitude of indicators. To cover the most important social 
issues, the following categories and indicators have been chosen for assessment in CommONEnergy. 
Indicator short descriptions are taken from Benoît et al. (2013).  

1. Category Labour Rights and Decent Work 

a. Indicator Wages: It is a well-known premise that much of the world`s working population 
does not make a sufficient wage to support themselves and a family with food, shelter 
and health care, in even the most minimal sense. The indicator assesses the risk of 
sector average wages being lower than a country’s non-poverty guideline.  

b. Indicator Forced Labour: According to the UN Global Compact, forced or compulsory 
labour is any work or service that is exacted from any person under the menace of any 
penalty, and for which that person has not offered himself or herself voluntarily. The 
indicator assesses the risk of forced labour in country and forced labour in sector.  

c. Indicator Child Labour: Child labour refers to work for children under the age of 18 that 
is mentally, physically, socially and/or morally dangerous or harmful and interferes with 
their schooling. UNICEF defines child labour as work that exceeds a minimum number of 
hours, depending on the age of a child and on the type of work, for example for ages 12-
14: at least 14 hours of economic or 28 hours of domestic work per week. The indicator 
assesses the risk of child labour in sector.  

d. Indicator Labour Laws: Labour laws constitute the body of laws, administrative rulings, 
and precedents that address the legal rights of working people and their organizations. 
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The indicator assesses the risk that a country does not provide adequate labour laws by 
sector. 

 

2. Category Health and Safety 

a. Indicators Fatal / Non-Fatal Injuries: According to the ILO, the definition of an 
occupational injury is that which results from an accident arising out of or in the course of 
employment, including commuting, that may result in death, personal injury, or disease 
that involve loss of working time. The indicators assess the risk for fatal / non-fatal 
injuries. 

b. Indicator on Occupational Toxics and hazards: Potentially harmful materials that 
people are exposed to at their occupation play a large role in their overall health. Non-
malignant respiratory diseases in workers can result from exposures to airborne agents, 
mainly in form of particulates or dusts. The indicator assesses the risk of loss of life 
years by airborne particulates in occupation. 

3. Category Human rights 

a. Indicator Indigenous Rights: The situation of indigenous peoples in many parts of the 
world continues to be critical. They are often severely disadvantaged, faced by systemic 
discrimination in all levels of society, excluded from access to natural resources, 
displaced, entrenched in extreme poverty and more. The indicator assesses the risk that 
indigenous people are negatively impacted at sector level.  

b. Indicator Conflict zones: According to the Heidelberg Institute for International Conflict 
Research, conflicts are defined as the clashing of interests over national values of some 
duration and magnitude between at least two parties. Conflicts can include societal (civil 
ethnic and communal) and interstate warfare. The indicator assesses the overall risk for 
high conflict. 

c. Indicator Gender equity: Gender equality encompasses the goal of equality of genders 
implying a society in which women and men enjoy the same opportunities, outcomes, 
rights and obligations in all spheres of life. The indicator assesses the overall risk of 
gender inequality in country / risk of gender inequality by sector based on representation 
in the workforce. 

4. Category Governance 

a. Indicator Legal System Fragility: This indicator provides information on the extent to 
which an independent judiciary exists, including aspects as the separation of powers and 
how independent the judiciary is from control of other sources, such as another branch of 
the government or the military. It assesses the overall Risk of fragility in the legal system.  

b. Indicator Corruption: Corruption can occur in both the public and the private sector. 
And it has the ability to cripple not only a country`s social health, but its economic health 
as well. Forms and definitions of corruption vary, but they typically include bribery, 
extortion, cronyism, bias, patronage and embezzlement. The indicator assesses the 
overall risk of corruption. 

 

Integration of LCWE-SoHo into CommONEnergy Socio-functional and cultural assessment 

In the following paragraph, the transformation of LCWE-SoHo indicator results into CommONEnergy 
Socio-functional and cultural assessment is explained. The respective calculations are done for the 
reference energy consumptions of the case study shopping centres as well as for every refurbishment 
measure. Detailed results can be found in the Annex. 
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Aggregation into category indicators 

The indicators described above are first calculated separately, resulting in a risk distribution of working 
seconds directly induced by the assessed shopping center. These social impact data are then 
aggregated into the categories Labour Rights and Decent Work, Health and Safety, Human rights, and 
Governance through mean value formation of the working seconds for the different risk levels (for 
example the working seconds on risk level very high of the indicators Fatal Injuries, Non-Fatal Injuries 
and Occupational Toxics and Hazards are added up and divided by the number of indicators, creating 
an averaged risk distribution on category level). 

 

Calculation of mean risk variation 

Next, the risk levels are summarized to gain an average risk value. Following the logic that low risks are 
assessed to be preferable and assigned higher values, low risk is characterized with 4, medium with 3, 
high with 2 and very high with 1. Thus through averaging the characterized seconds of all risk groups a 
mean risk for each refurbishment measure is calculated. 

To assess the consequences of the refurbishment measures, the relative difference between the 
reference and the refurbishment measure is regarded. This procedure is used to assess the shift in risk 
distribution that is caused by the refurbishment measures, answering the question “Is work related to 
these Life Cycles getting more or less risky concerning the chosen indicators”. As the mean risk 
variation rises, the probability of indirectly supporting social impacts is reduced. 

 

Calculation of relative high risk reduction 

As basic indicator the absolute reduction of high and very high risk work is chosen. The relative high 
risk reduction factor expresses this through directly comparing the working hours of high risk and very 
high risk of the reference and the refurbishment measure.The smaller the ratio of high risk hours of the 
measure and high risk hours of the reference is, the more reduction of risky working time can be 
assumed. 

 

Combination and normailzation 

Both mean risk variation and relative high risk reduction are then combined by multiplication, to again 
weight the relative high risk reduction value by its implications on the mean risk. Thus it is possible to 
both characterize total high risk working time minimization and the share of high risk working time within 
the life cycle. 

To integrate these relative risk values in the social-functional assessment based on the OpenHouse 
methodology, they are in a final step normalized based on the maximum value. This value is assigned 
to the maximum value of +5 and used as a normalization factor to scale all LCWE-SoHo values to fit 
into the range of -5 to +5. 

 

Goal and Scope Definition Case studies 

For the case studies carried out in the next chapter, the following Goal and Scope definition applies: 

 

 

 

System boundaries and functional units 

The LCWE-SoHo method bases on the same system boundaries and functional units as applied for the 
environmental Life Cycle Assessment as described in CommONEnergy Deliverable D5.6:  
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The LCA is conducted on “Cradle to Grave” basis. All life cycle phases of the refurbishment measures 
are assessed: production, construction, maintenance, operation and End-of-Life.  

The integration of the components in the building and the process of extraction of the components from 
the building are excluded. Due to the cut-off rules, everything below 1% of impact over the whole life 
cycles will be neglected (ISO 14040, 2006). Cleaning activities are also neglected due to minor 
environmental significance. Repair, retrofitting and operational water use are excluded, as well for the 
simplified assessment. For the operation phase, operational water use is excluded as well. 

 

Data sources and tools 

For background and foreground systems, working seconds per value added are used from the LCWE 
data base. During the CommONEnergy project period, this database was comprehensively updated. 
Data is derived from EUROSTAT provided by the European Union. All information is aggregated on the 
EU27 level exept for energy prices, which have been used on country average level due to the 
dominance of energy in the whole life cycle 

. 

Table 3 LCWE-SoHo Data Sources 

LCWE data Source Data records Reference 
year 

Prices International trade of the 
European Union 
(import/export) 
(Eurostat trade 2014) 

 EU trade since 1988  

 EU trade by HS6 since1995  

 Electricity prices for industrial 
consumers - bi-annual data (from 
2007 onwards)  

 Gas prices for industrial consumers 
- bi-annual data (from 2007 
onwards) 

2014 

Working hours European Union Labour 
Force Survey (EU LFS) 

Inquired at EUROSTAT  
2014 

Work force European Union Labour 
Force Survey (EU LFS) 

Inquired at EUROSTAT 
2014 

Value added National Accounts of the 
European Union  
(Eurostat National 
Accounts 2014) 

National accounts aggregates by industry 
(up to NACE A*64) (nama_10_a64#) 

2013 

 

For modelling, the LCA software GaBi (Thinkstep 2015) was used. LCWE and Social Hotspots impact 
assessment was done in Microsoft Excel.  

 

Life Cycle Impact Assessment 

The impact assessment or rather the hotspot analysis is done based on indicators and data of the 
Social Hotspots Database (Benoît et al. 2013). The indicators used and the assessment method are 
described above. 
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Step 3: CommONEnergy Socio-functional assessment 

The results of step 1 and step 2 are summarized and illustrated in step 3. Assessment points for the 
OpenHouse indicators are assigned to the solution set components as described for Step 1. As 
components are combined, the qualitative assessment is transferred to a semi-quantitative one by 
transferring a direct positive influence into 1 positive assessment point, an indirect on to 0,5 for being 
able to sum them up. 

The results of the LCWE-SoHo assessment are normalized to fit into the range of -5 to +5 assessment 
points range by normalizing the best occurring result as +5, following the logic of the social-functional 
indicators.  

In order to illustrate the results, spider diagrams are presented (Figure 8). The social-functional 
indicators and the LCWE-SoHo indicators are illustrated as axes of the spider chart. Each axis is 
labelled from -5 assessment points (worst case, high negative impacts, center of the diagram) to +5 
(best possible actually occurring impact, edge of the diagram) assessment points. The green area in the 
background of the diagrams marks an improvement based on the reference situation, the orange area 
deterioration. The line between the green and the orange areas represents the baseline of the 
assessment, which is the situation before refurbishment. The thick black line connects the actual 
assessment points of each case study on the indicator axes; the area defined by this line is filled in blue 
for visibility reasons and to support the overall qualitative understanding of the assessment results. 
Although the area size does not directly depict the overall score, its shape gives an impression of the 
results. The larger the amount of blue in the graph, the better the overall result – and the more yellow is 
visible, the more indicators are deteriorating. Thus it is possible to directly depict the focus  of the 
measures as well as potential sideeffects.. In the example of Grand basar, the increase in thermal and 
visual comfort does come with a slightly decreased conversion feasibility and area efficiency. However, 
through comparing the yellow and the blue area, the positive effects on socio-functional and cultural 
aspects dominate. 
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Figure 8: Example of a spider chart for the CommONEnergy socio-functional and cultural assessment 

To summarize the results for the socio-functional and cultural assessment, for each case study`s last 
refurbishment measure all assessment points are added up and displayed on a slider diagram as 
shown in Figure 9. The yellow bar in the middle marks the situation “zero impacts, reference situation”, 
the left green bar the best possible assessment (5 points in every indicator, 75 points). Negative values, 
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representing a negative sum of all assessment points would have the slider move to the orange and red 
range. Higher sums of all assessment points leads to the slider moving more into the green range. 
 

 
Figure 9 Example of slider diagram for for the CommONEnergy socio-functional and cultural assessment 

All LCWE-SoHo resuls can be found in the Annex. 
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3 Application of the methodology based on the CommONEnergy solution sets 

Katané 

 

 
Image 1 – Katané shopping center 

Table 4 shows the solutions defined for the reference shopping center Katané. The solutions are 
building up on each other; impacts are therefore added up. 

 

Table 4 – Solutions applied to Katané 

Solution Description Comment 

RFM1 LED lighting, Zone lighting concept, Advanced controls  

RFM2 Heating and cooling set point management Just optimization 

RFM3 Demand control Just optimization 

RFM4 Natural ventilation  

RFM5 PV Plant  

 
Figure 10 shows the LCWE-SoHo results for the reference situation of the case study Katané, Italy. The 
reference situation represents the social aspects that are caused by the energy consumption of the 
shopping centre. As explained above, working seconds that are related to Life Cycle processes via their 
value added, are categorized into different risk levels depending on the industry they belong to and the 
country they are located in according to data provided by the Social Hotspots database.  
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For the category Labour Rights and Decent Work, “low risk” is dominating. This is because most of the 
processes where actually energy is produced are located in countries in central Europe where mostly 
wages in the energy sector are above poverty guidelines, there is a very low risk of forced labour and 
child labour and countries provide adequate labour laws. “No data” means that the underlying Social 
Hotspots Database did not provide data for a number of industry-country-combinations.  

In the category Health and Safety, the rating “medium risk” is dominant. The category includes the risks 
for fatal and non-fatal injuries as well as respiratory diseases caused by air pollution. Important 
contributors to this are for example power plants and grid mixes and processes like blast furnace gas 
production in European countries. The industries mainly concerned are electricity generation and 
chemical industry, for which the risks for health and safety related issues are predominantely rated 
“medium”.  
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Figure 10– LCWE-SoHo results for reference situation, Katané 
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For the category Human Rights, the “low risk” rating is dominant. This may be explained due to the fact 
that the main contributors here are located in central Europe, where indigenous rights are not a 
problematic issue, no open conflict zones exist and gender equity is well advanced.  

 

For Governance, also “low risk” has the highest share; nevertheless here the higher risks are closer. 
Very high risks are associated with natural gas production and oil production in countries like Libya, 
Russia, Egypt, Angola, Algeria and Uzbekistan, which are contributing to the Italian energy supply 
chain. 

 

In the following, for all Refurbishment measures the CommONEnergy socio-functional and cultural 
assessment method has been applied. 
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Figure 11 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 1 (LED lighting, Zone lighting 
concept, Advanced controls) for case study Katané 

 

The first refurbishment measure in Katané is the introduction of LED lighting, a zone lighting concept 
and advanced controls. According to the assessment presented in Table 2, this leads to positive effects 
for Visual Comfort, Thermal Comfort and Operation Comfort, and to slightly negative ones in 
Conversion Feasibility1(cp. Figure 11).  

The LCWE-SoHo category indicators include the assessment of mean risk variation and high risk work 
reduction. By reducing the energy consumption, overall working seconds are reduced in all risk 
categories. The effect that low-risk work is reduced more than high-risk work leads to the effect of a 
very slight shift towards higher risks in mean risk variation (>1%). This effect is overlayed by a reduction 
of high risk work of around 10%. For the following refurbishment measures, only changes of more than 
1% for mean risk variation and high risk work reduction are commented. 

                                                        
1 For explanations of these assessments, please refer to chapter 2 Step 1.  
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Figure 12 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 2 (Heating and cooling set point 
management) or case study Katané 

The second refurbishment measure is the introduction of heating and cooling setpoint management. 
This is not including extra equipment, but still the indicator Thermal comfort is influenced positively 
through the convergence of indoor and outdoor temperature (cp. Figure 12.  

For the LCWE-SoHo indicator categories, the same applies as described above: the effect that by 
reducing the energy demand low-risk work is reduced more than high-risk work and the introduction of 
new globally produced systems leads to the effect of a small shift towards higher risks, especially for 
the indicator Governance. As the effects of the refurbishment measures are summed up, this shift 
towards higher risks slightly increases when refurbishment measures are added. At the same time, high 
risk work is reduced by reducing the energy demand, so the overall LCWE-SoHo indicators improve. 
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Figure 13 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 3 (Demand control) for case study 
Katané 
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The third refurbishment measure is the introduction of demand control ventilation, which does not cause 
any effects on socio-functional indicators. Of course, Indoor Air quality is concerned but not altered by 
the measure according to project partners (cp. Figure 13. For LCWE-SoHo, there are minor positive 
effects for Labour Rights and Health and Safety and minor negative ones for Human rights and 
Governance, which are caused by the changes in energy consumption and related work on different 
risk levels. High risk work is considerably reduced.  

The fourth refurbishment measure, ventilative cooling, positively affects Thermal Comfort and Indoor Air 
quality. Area efficiency is affected negatively by the thermal mass needed (cp.Figure 14). 

This refurbishment measure causes small positive effects on Labout Rights, Healt and Safety and 
Human Rights, as here the high risk working seconds are relatively reduced more than in the preceding 
refurbishment measures.  
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Figure 14 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 4 (Natural ventilation) for case study 
Katané 

 
The fifth refurbishment measure is the introduction of a PV plant. This causes an additional positive 
effect on Thermal Comfort in top-floor rooms (cp. Figure 15).  
PV plants cause more negative effects in their production phase, as their supply chains are distributed 
globally (for example Chile and Canada are involved) and also include higher-risk rated countries. 
Percentually the mean risk variation effects are rather low (>5%). High risk work is a bit higher 
compared to RFM 4. 
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Figure 15 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 5 (PV Plant) for case study Katané 

 

Figure 16 shows the summarizing slider diagram for the case study Katané, which reaches 14 of 75 
possible assessment points in the socio-functional and cultural assessment. 

 

 
Figure 16 Summarizing slider diagram for case study Katané 
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Mercado del Val 

 

 

Image 2 – Mercado del Val shopping center 

 

Table 5 shows the solutions defined for the reference shopping center Mercado del Val. The solutions 
are building on each other; impacts are therefore added up. 

 

Table 5 – Solutions applied to Mercado del Val 

Solution Description Comment 

RFM1 Multifunctional façade  

RFM2.1 Efficient lighting with no control  Just optimization 

RFM2.2 Advanced energy efficient lighting with no control  Just optimization 

RFM2.3 
Advanced energy efficient lighting with control for operation 
hours 

Just optimization 

RFM2.4 
Advanced energy efficient lighting with control for operation 
hours and night milieu 

Just optimization 

RFM3 RES integration (PV + Wind turbine)  

 

In Figure 17, LCWE-SoHo results for the reference situation in Valladolid are presented. For the energy 
consumption caused by Mercado del Val before refurbishment, the risks for the category Labour Rights 
and Decent Work are distributed very similarly to the Katane case study: “low risk” is dominating, and 
there is a rather high lack of data in the underlying data base. “High risk” shows a somewhat higher 
share caused for example by nuclear energy producing processes in Spain (the share of nuclear power 
is higher in Spain than in Italy), and by global hard coal related processes. 
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Figure 17– LCWE-SoHo results for reference situation, Mercado del Val 

 

The risk distribution for Health and Safety shows the highest contribution for “medium risk”, caused 
among others by by power plants in Spain, Biogas from Germany, and hard coal extraction in countries 
like Australia and South Africa. “High risks” are associated with nuclear power plants, and hard coal 
extraction in Colombia.  

For Human Rights, contributors in electricity generation mainly located in Europe cause the high share 
of “low risk” work in terms of indigenuous rights, conflict zones and gender equity. Contributors to the 
“high risk” bar are for example hard coal extraction in Colombia and Indonesia, and crude oil and 
natural gas production in Algeria.  
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Compared to the other Governance diagrams, Governance for Valladolid shows a very high share of 
“medium risk” work instead of “low risk”. The main contributing processes are power generating ones in 
Spain (e.g. nuclear power plants, hard coal power plants, natural gas power plants). 

For the shopping centre Mercado del Val, the first refurbishment measure is the introduction of a 
multifunctional façade. Due to the combination of daylight, daylight control and natural ventilation, 
positive effects occur on Thermal Comfort, Indoor Air Quality, Visual Comfort and Operation Comfort 
(cp. Figure 18). Also Conversion Feasibility is assessed positively due to the flexible use possibilities.  

The LCWE-SoHo Indicators show small negative effects (around 1 %) for mean risk reduction for 
Labour Rights, Human Rights and Governance as “low risk” working time is more reduced than “high 
risk” working time when reducing the energy demand based on the Spanish local situation. The 
opposite is true for Health and Safety. Considered solely, high risk work is reduced compared to the 
reference situation for around 30%. This effect is clearly dominating the overall LCWE-SoHo results. 
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Figure 18 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 1(Multifunctional façade) for case 
study Mercado del Val 

Refurbishment measure 2.1 and 2.2 for Mercado del Val are the introduction of an energy efficient 
lighting with no controls. As described above, this leads to a positive effect on Visual Comfort, as a 
natural lighting situation is approached. No Thermal Comfort affects are reported here from Deliverable 
D5.1 (cp. Figure 19).  
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Figure 19 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 2.1 (Efficient lighting with no control ) 
for case study Mercado del Val 

 

For the LCWE-SoHo indicators, mean risk variation shows small negative effects for Labour Rights, 
Human Rights and Governance, Health and Safety slightly positive ones. This effect is overlayed by a 
progressive reduction of high risk work. 

RFM 2.2 receives the same assessment, see Figure 20. 
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Figure 20 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 2.2(Advanced energy efficient lighting 
with no control )( for case study Mercado del Val 

Refurbishment measure 2.3 additionally includes control for operating hours; Operation Comfort is 
therefore influenced positively. Refurbishment measure 2.4 is similar to 2.3, including a night milieu. It is 
therefore assessed in the same way as RFM 2.3. 
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Again, the LCWE-SoHo indicators behave very similar: small negative effects occur for Labour Rights, 
Human Rights and Governance they show, small positive ones for Health and Safety in mean risk 
reduction, overlayed by a progressing reduction of high risk work (Figure 21).  
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Figure 21 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 2.3 (Advanced energy efficient 
lighting with control for operation hours) for case study Mercado del Val 

 

Refurbishment measure 2.4 is assessed in the same way for the Open House indicators, see Figure 22. 
For the LCWE-SoHo indicators, the same effects are progressing as described for RFM 2.3. 
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Figure 22 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 2.4 (Advanced energy efficient 
lighting with control for operation hours and night milieu)for case study Mercado del Val 
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Refurbishment Measure 3 includes the installation of a PV plant and wind turbines, leading to small 
positive effects on Thermal Comfort and a minor negative effect on Conversion Feasibility due to the 
additional necessary installations (Figure 23). 

As described above, PV plants cause more negative effects in their production phase, as their supply 
chains are distributed globally and also include higher-risk rated countries such as Iran, Iraq and 
Azerbaijan for energy provision.  
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Figure 23 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 3 (RES integration (PV + Wind 
turbine)) for case study Mercado del Val 

 

Figure 24 shows the summarizing slider diagram for thesocio-functional and cultural assessment of 
case study Merdaco del Val, which reaches 11 of 75 possible assessment points. 

 

 
Figure 24 Summarizing slider diagram for case study Mercado del Val 
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Donauzentrum 

 

 

Image 3 – Donauzentrum shopping center 

 

The following solutions are defined for the reference shopping center Donauzentrum. The solutions are 
building on each other; impacts are therefore added up. 

 

Table 6 – Solutions applied to Donauzentrum 

Solution Description Comment 

RFM1 LED lights (hybrid, wall washer, artificial light tubes)  

RFM2 Appliances Just optimization 

RFM3 Cooling set-point  Just optimization 

RFM4 Natural ventilation  

RFM5 Photovoltaic Plant  

RFM6 Infiltration losses reduction (revolving doors) Just optimization 

 

In Figure 25, LCWE-SoHo results for the reference situation in the Donauzentrum shopping centre are 
presented. For the energy consumption caused by Donauzentrum before refurbishment, concerning 
Labour Rights and Decent Work most work is done under “low risk” characterization. In comparison to 
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the previous case studies, the risk distribution shows some less “high risk” work and more “medium 
risk” work. Important contributors with “medium risk” assessment are river run power plants and storage 
and pump storage power plants which make up an important share of the Austrian power grid mix 
(around 60%).  

 

  

  
Figure 25– LCWE-SoHo results for reference situation, Donauzentrum 

 

Also for Health and Safety, where usually „medium risk“ is dominating, the Austrian power grid mix 
shows a more positive risk distribution: Most oft he working time is characterized with „low risk“, and 
also „high risk“ is comparatively low, indicating a general rather low risk of occupational injuries and 
health risks. Processes mainly contributing tot he „low risk“ assessment again are related to power 
generation from water and biogas, which also contributes around 10% to Austrian power grid mix. 
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For the category Human Rights, the energy consumption caused by the Donauzentrum before 
refurbishment shows the most common risk distribution, indicating an overall low risk of human rights 
violation. The same is true fort he category Governance. 

For the Donauzentrum shopping centre, the first refurbishment measure is the introduction of LED 
lights. According to the assessment presented in Table 2, this lighting optimization measure positively 
affects Personal Safety and security of users. Thermal Comfort is positively influenced by the reduction 
of heat input.  

The main positive influence of the measure is on Visual Comfort, as a nature-like lighting situation is 
achieved. As the measure includes zonal lighting, which is specialized for the actual demand, 
Conversion Feasibility is slightly negatively assessed (cp. Figure 26).  
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Figure 26 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 1(LED lights (hybrid, wall washer, 
artificial light tubes)) for case study Donauzentrum 

 

Reducing the energy demand, which has a very beneficial risk profile in Austria, and introducing LED 
lights leads to a very faint increase in risks for the LCWE-SoHo mean risk variation indicators, that 
continues within the next refurbishment measures. High risk work is reduced by around 17% for RFM1, 
which leads to an overall positive rating. The second refurbishment measure is the energy-efficiency of 
appliances, which positively affects Thermal Comfort due to a reduction of the temperature inside the 
building (cp. Figure 27). For LCWE SoHo, the effects described for RFM1 are also ocurring in RFM 2,3 
and 4. 
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Figure 27 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 2 (Appliances) for case study 
Donauzentrum 

 

The third measure is the adjustment of cooling set-points. As described above, this additionally 
positively influences Thermal Comfort, as the measure is added to the previous ones (cp. Figure 28). 
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Figure 28 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 3 (Cooling set-point ) for case study 
Donauzentrum 

 

The fourth refurbishment measure for Donauzentrum is the introduction of natural ventilation, which 
positively effects Thermal Comfort and Indoor Air quality and has a small negative effect on Area 
Efficiency (cp.Figure 29).  
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Figure 29 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 4 (Natural ventilation) for case study 
Donauzentrum 

Thermal Comfort is also positively affected by the installation of a PV plant, as explained above, which 
is refurbishment measure 5. As described above, reducing the benefitial Austrian power grid mix and 
introducing globally produced PV plants leads to a minor deterioration of the workers risk distribution. 
For this refurbishment measure, also the high risk work is not reduced but increased, leading to an 
overall negative rating as shown in Figure 30. 
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Figure 30 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 5 (Photovoltaic Plant) for case study 
Donauzentrum 

 

Refurbishment Measure 6 is the reduction of infiltration losses by the introduction of revolving doors. 
This positively affects Thermal Comfort, but has a negative effect on Barrier-free Accessibility (Figure 
31). LCWE-SoHo effects are the same as for RFM 5. 
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Figure 31 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 6 (Infiltration losses reduction 
(revolving doors)) for case study Donauzentrum 

 

Figure 32 shows the summarizing slider diagram for the case study Donauzentrum, which reaches 2 of 
75 possible assessment points in the socio-functional and cultural assessment. 

 

 
Figure 32 Summarizing slider diagram for case study Donauzentrum 
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City Syd 

 

 

Image 4 – City Syd shopping center 

The following solutions are defined for the reference shopping center City Syd. The solutions are 
building on each other; impacts are therefore added up. 

Table 7 – Solutions applied to City Syd 

Solution Description Comment 

RFM1.1 New LED luminaires  

RFM1.2 Constant light output  Just optimization 

RFM1.3 Energy-efficient operation 1: Zoning, lower intensity targets, PREP 
hours with reduced intensity  

Just optimization 

RFM1.4 Energy-efficient  operation 2: Zoning, lower intensity targets, PREP 
hours with reduced intensity, night milieu with reduced intensity  

Just optimization 

RFM1.5 New light tubes, Energy-efficient operation 3: Zoning, lower 
intensity targets, PREP hours with reduced intensity, night milieu 
with reduced intensity, daylight-sensitive control of luminaires in 
daylight zone  

 

RFM2 A++ appliances Just optimization 

RFM3.1 Natural ventilation  

RFM3.2 New Air Handling Unit  

RFM4.1 Roof insulation  

RFM4.2 Windows (3 layers)  

RFM4.3 New delivery entrance  
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RFM5 PV module + Battery  

 

Figure 33 shows LCWE-SoHo results for the reference situation in the shopping centre City Syd in 
Norway. The first diagram shows that for the energy consumption caused by City Syd before 
refurbishment, concerning Labour Rights and Decent Work, like in the other case studies, most work is 
done under “low risk” characterization. Big contributors to this category are river run and pump storage 
power plants in Norway, which make up a major part of the Norwegian power grid mix.  

 

  

  
Figure 33– LCWE-SoHo results for reference situation, City Syd 
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The same processes are rather rated as “high risk” concerning the category health and safety, together 
with for example natural gas power plants, thus causing the comparatively high share of high risk work 
in this category.  

For the category Human Rights, most work is done under “low risk” conditions, same as for the 
category Governance. 

For the shopping center City Syd, the refurbishment measure 1.1 is the installation of new LED 
luminaires. Optimized illumination leads to an indirect increase in Personal safety and security of users. 
Also Thermal Comfort is affected positively. The main influence of the measure is on Visual Comfort, 
e.g. due to the harmonization of lighting levels inside the shops and in the common areas. Also 
Operation Comfort is influenced positively due to advanced controls (cp.Figure 34).  

For LCWE-Soho, high risk work is reduced by about 11-13%. 
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Figure 34 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 1.1(New LED luminaires) for case 
study City Syd 

 

Refurbishment measures 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 include lighting optimization strategies without further 
installations and are similar in their results in Socio-fuctional and cultural assessment. They positively 
influence Visual Comfort (see above) and Thermal Comfort, see Figure 35, Figure 36 and Figure 37.  

For LCWE-SoHo, high risk work is further reduced until about 40-48% for RFM 1.4. This effect 
dominated the results. For Labour Rights and Governance, the mean risk variation slightly deteriorates 
(1,7-2,6%) in the progression of these refurbishment measures. 
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Figure 35 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 1.2 (Constant light output) for case 
study City Syd 
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Figure 36 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 1.3 (Energy-efficient operation 1: 
Zoning, lower intensity targets, PREP hours with reduced intensity) for case study City Syd 
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Figure 37 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 1.4 (Energy-efficient operation 1: 
Zoning, lower intensity targets, PREP hours with reduced intensity) for case study City Syd 

Refurbishment measure 1.5 includes new light tubes and efficient operation. Influence on Visual 
Comfort and Thermal Comfort are assessed similarly as for the previous measures. Operation Comfort 
is also assumed to increase. Conversion Feasibility is slightly negatively affected due tot he specialized 
installations (Figure 38). 

For LCWE-SoHo, the effects described above are continued. 
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Figure 38 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 1.5 (New light tubes, Energy-efficient 
operation 3: Zoning, lower intensity targets, PREP hours with reduced intensity, night milieu with reduced intensity, 

daylight-sensitive control of luminaires in daylight zone) for case study City Syd 

 

Refurbishment measure 2 is the exploitation of appliances. A direct impact on Thermal Comfort is 
reported; as this is positive in summer and negative in winter, the overall assessment is set to 0 (see 
Figure 39). For LCWE-SoHo, the effects described above are applicable. 
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Figure 39 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 2 (A++ appliances) for case study City 
Syd 

 

Refurbishment Measure 3.1 is Natural Ventilation. Positive effects occur on Thermal Comfort and on 
Indoor Air quality (Figure 40). For LCWE-SoHo, the effects described above are applicable. 
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Figure 40 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 3.1 (Natural ventilation) for case study 
City Syd 

 

Refurbishment Measure 3.2 is a new Air Handling Unit, which positively affects Thermal Comfort and 
Indoor Air Quality (seeFigure 41).   

For LCWE-SoHo, the effects described above are applicable. 
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Figure 41 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 3.2 (New Air Handling Unit) for case 
study City Syd 

 

Refurbishment Measure 4.1 is roof insulation, leading to improved Thermal Comfort (cp. Figure 42). For 
LCWE-SoHo, the effects described above are applicable. 
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Figure 42 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 4.1 (Roof insulation) for case study 
City Syd 

Refurbishment Measure 4.2 includes new windows. Thermal Comfort and Acoustic Comfort are 
positively affected (cp. Figure 43). For LCWE-SoHo, the effects described above are applicable. 
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Figure 43 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 4.2 (Windows (3 layers)) for case 
study City Syd 

 

Refurbishment Measure 4.3 is a new delivery entrance, leading to improved Thermal Comfort in the 
adjacent areas (Figure 44). For LCWE-SoHo, the effects described above are applicable. 
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Figure 44 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 4.3 (New delivery entrance) for case 
study City Syd 

 

Refurbishment Measure 5 is the installation of a PV module and a battery, which induce a slightly 
negative effect on Area Efficiency and Conversion Feasibility due to the space needed for additional 
installations (Figure 45).  
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For LCWE-SoHo, a distinct shift of process locations from Norway to the European Union average 
leads to an increase in high risk work for Labour Rights and Governance. For Health and Safety and 
Human Rights, high risk work is reduced. Mean risks are shifting towards higher risks for Labour Rights, 
Human Rights and Governance (around 5%). 
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Figure 45 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 5 (PV module + Battery) for case 
study City Syd 

Figure 46 shows the summarizing slider diagram for the case study City Syd, which reaches 23 of 75 
possible assessment points in the socio-functional and cultural assessment. 

 

 
Figure 46 Summarizing slider diagram for case study City Syd 
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Grand Bazar 

 

 
Image 5 – Grand Bazar shopping center 

The following solutions are defined for the reference shopping center Grand Bazar. The solutions are 
building on each other; impacts are therefore added up. 

Table 8 – Solutions applied to Grand Bazar 

Solution Description Comment 

RFM1 LED lights, New schedule  

RFM2 Appliances load reduction / Appliances replacement Just optimization 

RFM3 Cooling set point temperature Just optimization 

RFM4 Heat recovery  

RFM5 PV  

 

Figure 47 shows the LCWE-SoHo results for the energy consumption in the reference situation for 
Grand Bazar shopping centre in Belgium. The risk distribution of working time concerning Labour Rights 
and Decent Work is in accordance with the other case studies, showing that most work is done under 
“low risk” characterization. Processes contributing to this characterization are for example power 
generation from biogas and natural gas. Contributors to the “high risk” characterization are processes 
related to coal gases and oil and gas production in Quatar.  
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The category Health and Safety shows the common distribution with the main work done under 
“medium risk” characterization. Here, the “high risk” share is something higher than for the other case 
studies. This characterization is allocated to processes related to nuclear power generation, wheres 
contributors to “medium risk” are for example coal gas related processes. 

The category Human Rights, as for the other power grid mixes, shows the highest share of work being 
done under low risk of human rights violation. 

The same is true for Governance, but here the distribution shows a higher share of “medium risk” 
characterized work as the other case studies. Contributors are processes related to electricity 
production from gas: blast furnace gases, coal gases, natural gas power plants. 

  

  
Figure 47– LCWE-SoHo results for reference situation, Grand Bazar 

The first refurbishment measure for the Grand Bazar shopping centre is the introduction of LED lights 
and a new schedule, which mainly leads to an improvement in Visual Comfort. Other positive effects 
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from a customer`s perspective are on Personal safety and security and on Thermal Comfort (cp. Figure 
48). LCWE-SoHo indicators show a small deterioration: Low risk work is reduced to a higher degree 
than higher risk work due to the reduction of the energy demand. The same applies for the 
refurbishment measures 2,3, and 4. For LCWE-SoHo, high risk work is reduced by around 30-35% 
compared to the reference. 
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Figure 48 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 1 (LED lights, New schedule) for case 
study Grand Bazar 

The second refurbishment measure is Appliances replacement and load reduction, which also positively 
affects Thermal Comfort due to reduced internal heat gains (Figure 49). For LCWE-SoHo, high risk 
work is further reduced. 
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Figure 49 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 2 (Appliances load reduction / 
Appliances replacement) for case study Grand Bazar 
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Refurbishment measure 3 is the adjustment of the cooling set point temperature. As described above, 
this positively affects the Thermal Comfort sensation of users due to the reduction of outdoor and indoor 
temperature difference (Figure 50).  

For LCWE-SoHo, high risk work is reduced by around 40% compared to the reference. 
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Figure 50 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 3 (Cooling set point temperature) for 
case study Grand Bazar 

 

Refurbishment measure 4 is heat recovery, which also affects Thermal Comfort by leveling temperature 
(cp. Figure 51). For LCWE-SoHo, high risk work is reduced by around 40% compared to the reference. 
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Figure 51 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 4 (Heat recovery) for case study 
Grand Bazar 
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Refurbishment measure 5 is the installation of PV and a battery. Positive effects are achieved on 
Thermal Comfort (highest floor); small negative effects occur for Area Efficiency and Conversion 
Feasibility due to the installations necessary (seeFigure 52). 

For LCWE-SoHo, due tot he introsduction of globally produced systems, for all categories, high risk 
work is higher compared to RFM4. Also mean risk variation shows a considerable shhift towards higher 
risks, ecpecially for Labour Laws and human Rights (each 4%) and for Governance (6%). 
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Figure 52 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 5 (PV) for case study Grand Bazar 

 

Figure 53 shows the summarizing slider diagram for the case study Grand Bazar, which reaches 7 of 75 
possible assessment points in the socio-functional and cultural assessment. 

 

 
Figure 53 Summarizing slider diagram for case study Grand Bazar 
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Modena Canaletto 

 

 
Image 6 – Modena Canaletto shopping center 

The following solutions are defined for the reference shopping center Modena Canaletto. The solutions 
are building on each other; impacts are therefore added up. 

 

Table 9 – Solutions applied to Modena Canaletto. 

Solution Description Comment 

RFM1 Efficient lighting system and controls, LED Lamps, light tubes, 
daylight sensors 

 

RFM2 Replacement of refrigeration cabinets Just optimization 

RFM3 Building envelope thermal improvements  

RFM4 Reflective coating   

RFM5 Improving HVAC efficiency Just optimization 

RFM6 Coupling HVAC and refrigeration system Just optimization 

 

In Figure 54, the LCWE-SoHo results for the situation before refurbsihment of the case study Katané, 
Italy, is shown. This reference situation consists of the energy consumption basing on the Italian power 
grid mix, the risk distribution is very similar to the Katané results: 

“Low risk” work is dominating the category Labour Rights and Decent Work. “ 
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In the category Health and Safety, the rating “medium risk” is dominant. Important contributors to this 
are power plants and grid mixes and processes like blast furnace gas production in European countries.  

For the category Human Rights, the “low risk” rating is dominant, and also for Governance, also “low 
risk” has the highest share; nevertheless here the higher risks are closer than for most other case study 
grid mixes. 

 

  

  
Figure 54– LCWE-SoHo results for reference situation, Modena Canaletto 

The first refurbishment measure for Modena Canaletto is the installation of efficient lighting systems and 
controls, LED lamps, light tubes and daylight sensors. Regarding socio-functional aspects, positive 
impacts are achieved for the indicator Visual Comfort, as glare is reduced and natural lighting 
conditions are imitated. Thermal Comfort is affected positively as cooling demand is reduced (Figure 
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55). Also Operation Comfort is increased due to the control system. A minor negative effect occurs on 
Conversion Feasibility, as the effort for use conversion increases.  

LCWE-SoHo shows that high risk work is reduced by about 30% in comparison tot he reference.  
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Figure 55 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 1 (Efficient lighting system and 
controls, LED Lamps, light tubes, daylight sensors) for case study Modena Canaletto 

The second refurbishment measure is the replacement of old open refrigeration cabinets with closed 
new ones, which positively affects Thermal Comfort. For this refurbishment measure, LCWE-SoHo-
Indicators show a very slight shift towards lower risk work (Figure 56). The same applies to 
refurbsihment measure 4. LCWE-SoHo shows that high risk work is reduced dramatically for about 
62%. 
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Figure 56 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 2 (Replacement of refrigeration 
cabinets) for case study Modena Canaletto 
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The third refurbishment measure includes thermal improvements on the building envelope with a better 
wall insulation and better windows. This leads to positive effects on Thermal Comfort and might have 
minor positive effects on Acoustic Comfort (Figure 57).  

LCWE-SoHo shows that high risk work is reduced dramatically for about 62%. 
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Figure 57 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 3 (Building envelope thermal 
improvements) for case study Modena Canaletto 

The fourth refurbishment measure is the application of reflective coating on the roof, also leading to an 
improvement of Thermal Comfort in the adjacent rooms (Figure 58).  

LCWE-SoHo shows that high risk work is reduced dramatically for about 63% in comparison tot he 
reference. 
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Figure 58 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 4 (Reflective coating) for case study 
Modena Canaletto 
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Refurbishment Measure 5 is the improvement of HVAC efficiency, which improves Thermal Comfort 
due to the reduction of peak temperatures (cp. Deliverable D.5.1, Figure 59)  

LCWE-SoHo shows that high risk work is reduced dramatically for about 63% in comparison to the 
reference. 
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Figure 59 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 5 (Improving HVAC efficiency) for 
case study Modena Canaletto 

In refurbishment measure 6, HVAC and refrigeration system are coupled. As this does not lead to a 
change in performance, no socio-functional indicator influence is assumed (Figure 60).  
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Figure 60 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 6 (Coupling HVAC and refrigeration 
system) for case study Modena Canaletto 
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Figure 61 shows the summarizing slider diagram for the case study Modena Canaletto, which reaches 
23 of 75 possible assessment points in the socio-functional and cultural assessment. 

 

 
Figure 61 Summarizing slider diagram for case study Modena Canaletto 
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Silute Pamarys 

 

 
Image 7 – Silute Pamarys shopping center 

The following solutions are defined for the reference shopping center Silute Pamarys. The solutions are 
building on each other; impacts are therefore added up. 

 

Table 10 – Solutions applied to Silute Pamarys. 

Solution Description Comment 

RFM1.1 Energy efficient lighting with no control.  

RFM1.2 Advanced energy efficient lighting with no control. Just optimization 

RFM1.3 Advanced energy efficient lighting with control for operation 
hours. 

Just optimization 

RFM1.4 Advanced energy efficient lighting with control for operation 
hours and night milieu.  

Just optimization 

RFM2 Energy efficiency measures (External walls insulation, roof 
insulation, floor insulation, increase efficiency of heat recovery, 
heat set point temperature) 

 

RFM3 PV plant and wind turbines   

 

In Figure 62, the LCWE-SoHo results for the energy consumption in the reference situation for the 
Silute Pamarys shopping centre in Lithuania are presented.  

The risk distribution of working time concerning Labour Rights and Decent Work shows that most work 
is done under “low risk” characterization. Processes contributing here are for example related to 
electricity generation from water and natural gas and natural gas production in Russia. Nevertheless, 
also the “high risk” share is considerably high. “High risk” characterized are different power plant 
processes located in Lithuania, Latvia and Russia (for example biogas, nuclear, natural gas, hard coal). 

The category Health and Safety shows a particular distribution with most work done at “high risk” for 
occupational injuries and respiratory diseases. Again, the main contributors are a mix of power 
generating processes from Lithuania and Latvia and crude oil and natural gas production in Russia. 

The same is true for Human Rights and Governance, where the risk distributions show higher shares of 
medium and high risk work than for the other case studies. 
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Figure 62– LCWE-SoHo results for reference situation, Silute Pamarys 

 

Refurbishment measure 1.1 for Silute Pamarys is the introduction of an energy efficient lighting with no 
controls. As described above, this leads to a positive effect on Visual Comfort, as a natural lighting 
situation is approached (see Figure 63). No Thermal Comfort affects are reported here from Deliverable 
D5.1; and also user control is not increased as there are no controls; the same is true for refurbishment 
measure 1.2. 

For LCWE-SoHo, high risk work is reduced by around 10%. 
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Figure 63 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 1.1 (Energy efficient lighting with no 
control) for case study Silute Pamarys 

 

The same is true for refurbishment measure 1.2: a positive effect on Visual Comfort and no Thermal 
Comfort effects (see Figure 64). 

For LCWE-SoHo, high risk work is reduced by around 28% in comparison to the reference. 
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Figure 64 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 1.2 (Advanced energy efficient 
lighting with no control) for case study Silute Pamarys 

Refurbishment measure 1.3 additionally includes control for operating hours; Operation Comfort is 
therefore influenced positively (Figure 65).  
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For LCWE-SoHo, high risk work is reduced by around 28% in comparison to the reference. The 
introduction of some globally averaged processes leads to mean risk variation shifts towards higher 
riske for Health and Safety (1%), towards lower risks for Human Rights and Governance (around 2% 
each).  
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Figure 65 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 1.3 (Advanced energy efficient 
lighting with control for operation hours) for case study Silute Pamarys 

Refurbishment measure 1.4 is similar to 1.3, including a night milieu. It is therefore assessed in the 
same way as RFM1.3 (Figure 66). For LCWE-SoHo, high risk work is reduced by around 46% in 
comparison to the reference. 
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Figure 66 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 1.4 (Advanced energy efficient 
lighting with control for operation hours and night milieu) for case study Silute Pamarys 
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Refurbishment Measure 2 is the introduction of energy efficiency measures including envelope thermal 
improvement, heat recovery and heating set point management. All measures lead to a strong positive 
effect on Thermal Comfort and a minor one on Acoustic Comfort (see Figure 67).  

For LCWE-SoHo, high risk work is also reduced by around 46% in comparison to the reference. 
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Figure 67 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 2 (Energy efficiency measures 
(External walls insulation, roof insulation, floor insulation, increase efficiency of heat recovery, heat set point 

temperature)) for case study Silute Pamarys 

 

Refurbishment Measure 3 includes the installation of a PV plant and wind turbines, leading to small 
positive effects on Thermal Comfort and a minor negative effect on Conversion Feasibility due to the 
additional necessary installations (Figure 68). Due to the introduction oft he globally produced PV 
plants, high risk work increases in comparison to RFM 2 for Labour Rights and Health and Safety, and 
even in comparison to the reference situation for Human Rights (32%) and Governance (6%). Also 
mean risk variation shows a shift towards higher risks for all categories except Health and Safety (1-
2%). For Health and Safety, mean risk improves for around 3%. 
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Figure 68 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 3 (PV plant and wind turbines) for 
case study Silute Pamarys 

 

Figure 69 shows the summarizing slider diagram for the case study Silute Pamatys, which reaches 3 of 
75 possible assessment points in the socio-functional and cultural assessment. 

 

 
Figure 69 Summarizing slider diagram for case study Silute Pamarys 
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Studlendas  

 

 
Image 8 – Studenlas shopping center 

Table 11 shows the solutions defined for the reference shopping center Studlendas. The different 
solutions are building on each other, therefore impacts are summed up. 

 

Table 11 – Solutions applied to Studlendas. 

Solution Description Comment 

RFM1.1 Energy efficient lighting with no control.  

RFM1.2 Advanced energy efficient lighting with no control. Just optimization 

RFM1.3 Advanced energy efficient lighting with control for operation 
hours. 

Just optimization 

RFM1.4 Advanced energy efficient lighting with control for operation 
hours and night milieu.  

Just optimization 

RFM2 Energy efficiency measures (External walls insulation,  
roof insulation, floor insulation, increase efficiency of heat 
recovery, heat set point temperature) 

 

RFM3 PV plant and wind turbines   

 

Figure 70 presents the LCWE-SoHo results for the energy consumption in the reference situation for 
the shopping centre Studlendas in Lithuania.  

As this case study is basing on the same electricity grid mix than Silute Pamarys, also the results are 
very similar: 
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Figure 70– LCWE-SoHo results for reference situation, Studlendas 

 

The risk distribution of working time concerning Labour Rights and Decent Work shows that most work 
is done under “low risk” characterization. Processes contributing here are, same as for Silute Pamarys, 
related to electricity generation from water and natural gas and natural gas production in Russia. In the 
Lithuanian case studies, also the “high risk” share is considerably high. “High risk” characterized are 
different power plant processes located in Lithuania, Latvia and Russia (for example biogas, nuclear, 
natural gas, hard coal). 

Same as in Silute Pamarys, the category Health and Safety shows a particular distribution with most 
work done at “high risk” for occupational injuries and respiratory diseases. Again, the main contributors 
are a mix of power generating processes from Lithuania and Latvia and crudeoil and natural gas 
production in Russia. 
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The same is true for Human Rights and Governance, where the risk distributions show higher shares of 
medium and high risk work than for the other case studies. 

Refurbishment measure 1.1 for Studlendas is the introduction of energy efficient lighting with no 
controls. As described above, this leads to a positive effect on Visual Comfort, as a natural lighting 
situation is approached. No Thermal Comfort affects are reported here from Deliverable D5.1; and also 
user control is not increased as there are no controls (Figure 71).  

For LCWE-SoHo, high risk work is reduced by around 15% in comparison to the reference. 
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Figure 71 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 1.1 (Energy efficient lighting with no 
control) for case study Studlendas 

 

Refurbishment measure 1.2 is the integration of advanced energy efficient lighting with no control. It 
receives the same assessment than 1.1: a positive effect on Thermal Comfort. Figure 72 shows the 
results. For LCWE-SoHo, high risk work is reduced by around 30% in comparison to the reference. 
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Figure 72 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 1.2(Advanced energy efficient lighting 
with no control) for case study Studlendas 

Refurbishment measure 1.3 additionally includes control for operating hours; Operation Comfort is 
therefore influenced positively (Figure 73).  

For LCWE-SoHo, high risk work is reduced by around 46-49% in comparison to the reference. 
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Figure 73 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 1.3 (Advanced energy efficient 
lighting with control for operation hours) for case study Studlendas 

 

Refurbishment measure 1.4 is similar to 1.3, including a night milieu. It is therefore assessed in the 
same way as RFM1.3 (Figure 74). 

For LCWE-SoHo, high risk work is reduced by around 46% in comparison to the reference. 
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Figure 74 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 1.4 (Advanced energy efficient 
lighting with control for operation hours and night milieu) for case study Studlendas 

 

Refurbishment Measure 2 is the introduction of energy efficiency measures including envelope thermal 
improvement, heat recovery and heating set point management. All measures lead to a strong positive 
effect on Thermal Comfort and a minor one on Acoustic Comfort (Figure 75).  

Again, for LCWE-SoHo, high risk work is reduced by around 46% in comparison to the reference. 
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Figure 75 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 2 (Energy efficiency measures 
(External walls insulation, roof insulation, floor insulation, increase efficiency of heat recovery, heat set point 

temperature)) for case study Studlendas 
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Refurbishment Measure 3 includes the installation of a PV plant and wind turbines, leading to small 
positive effects on Thermal Comfort and a minor negative effect on Conversion Feasibility due to the 
additional necessary installations (Figure 76). LCWE-SoHo mean risk variation indcators except Health 
and Safety show a shift towards higher risk work for Labour Rights, Human Rights and Governance and 
a shift towards lower risk work for Health and Safety. For high risk work, Human Rights shows a 
considerable increase of 25% compared to the reference. Labour Rights (15%) and Health and Safety 
(32%) show a decrease in high risk work. 
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Figure 76 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 3 (PV plant and wind turbines) for 
case study Studlendas 

 

Figure 77 shows the summarizing slider diagram for the case study Studlendas, which reaches 5 of 75 
possible assessment points. 

 

 
Figure 77 Summarizing slider diagram for case study Studlendas 
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Waasland1 

 

 
Image 9 – Waasland1 shopping center 

The following solutions are defined for the reference shopping center Waasland1. The different 
solutions are building on each other, therefore impacts are summed up. 

 

Table 12 – Solutions applied to Waasland1. 

Solution Description Comment 

RFM1 LED lights  

RFM2 Green integration  

RFM3 Efficient appliances Just optimization 

RFM4 Heat recovery system  

RFM5 PV system + Battery  

 

Figure 78 shows the the risk distribution for the working time related to the energy consumption in the 
reference situation for the shopping centre Waasland 1 in Belgium.  

The diagram for Labour rights and decent work shows the common risk distribution: most work is done 
under “low risk” characterization. Only few processes are characterized as “high risk” regarding Labour 
Rights.  

Also the risk distribution for Health and Safety follows the common scheme with the highest share of 
work being characterized as “medium risk”. “High risk” shares are caused by nuclear power plants, 
natural gas power plan and blast furnace gas supply. 

The diagram for Human Rights shows that there is little risk for Human Rights violations due to the 
Belgian power grid mix.  

In the category Governance, the “medium risk” share for Waasland is higher than for most of the other 
shopping centres. Medium risk for Governance is allocated mainly to nuclear power generation, which 
contributes considerably to the Belgian power grid mix by the underlying Social Hotspots database. 
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Figure 78– LCWE-SoHo results for reference situation, Waasland 1 

In Waasland 1, the first refurbishment measure is the introduction of LED lights. This leads to a positive 
and naturalizing effect on Visual Comfort. In addition, Thermal Comfort is improved due to the reduced 
heat input, and Personal Safety and Security of Users are improved due to optimized lighting 
conditions. Operation Comfort is increased here due to advanced controls (Figure 79). 

For LCWE-SoHo, high risk work is reduced considerably for Labour Rights (31%), Health and Safety 
(42%), Human Rights (25%) and Governance (25%). For mean risk variation, Labour Rights, Human 
Rights and Governance show deterioration as by reducing the energy demand, and by introducing 
countries like Russia, Nigeriy, Algeria and Quatar for the energy provision of the devices production, 
low risk labour is reduced faster than high risk labour. For Health and Safety, the opposite is true: 
Medium and high risk work is reduced to a greater degree than low risk work. This effect runs through 
the other refurbishment measures. 
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Figure 79 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 1 (LED lights) for case study 
Waasland 1 

The second refurbishment measure includes Green integration of exterior walls. As presented in Table 
2, this leads to an improvement in Thermal Comfort as overheating is reduced. Indoor air quality is not 
affected as the green is integrated from outside. Minor positive effects on Service Quality can be 
assumed as the positive impression caused by the green façade may invite people to use the adjacent 
area as a resting area. Quality of Design and Urban Development of the Building Site is influenced 
positively (see Figure 80).  

For LCWE-SoHo, high risk work is slightly reduced further for all indicators. Mean risk variation effects 
are the same as described for RFM1.  
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Figure 80 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 2 (Green integration) for case study 
Waasland 1 
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The third refurbishment measure is the introduction of efficient appliances, which positively influences 
Thermal Comfort in summer and negatively in winter, so overall rating is set to 0 (Figure 81). 

For LCWE-SoHo, high risk work is reduced further: for Labour Rights (44%), Health and Safety (52%), 
Human Rights (39%) and Governance (40%). 
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Figure 81 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 3 (Efficient appliances) for case study 
Waasland 1 

Heat recovery is the fourth refurbishment measure, which is assumed to not influence Thermal Comfort 
positively here according to Deliverable D5.1 (seeFigure 82). For LCWE-SoHo, high risk work is slightly 
reduced further for all indicators. 
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Figure 82 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 4 (Heat recovery system) for case 
study Waasland 1 
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The fifth refurbishment measure includes the installation of a PV system and a battery. No positive 
effects are assumed on Thermal Comfort here, small negative ones on Area Efficiency and Conversion 
Feasibility due to the additional necessary installations. LCWE-SoHo results display the reduction of 
relatively low risk work for the Belgian power grid mix and the global production of PV systems and 
batteries (see Figure 83).  
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Figure 83 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 5 (PV system + Battery) for case 
study Waasland 1 

 

Figure 84 shows the summarizing slider diagram for the case study Waasland 1, which reaches 9 of 75 
possible assessment points in the socio-functional and cultural assessment. 

 

 
Figure 84 Summarizing slider diagram for case study Waasland 1 
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Waasland2 

 

 
Image 10 – Waasland2 shopping center 

The following solutions are defined for the reference shopping center Waasland2. The different 
solutions are building on each other, therefore impacts are summed up. 

 

Table 13 – Solutions applied to Waasland2. 

Solution Description Comment 

RFM1 LED lights  

RFM2 Green integration  

RFM3 Efficient appliances Just optimization 

RFM4 PV system   

RFM5 Electrical Batteries  

 

Figure 85 shows the the risk distribution for the working time related to the energy consumption in the 
reference situation for the shopping centre Waasland 2 in Belgium. The risk distributions for all 
categories follow the same scheme as for Waasland 1: 

The diagram for Labour Rights and Decent Work shows the common risk distribution: most work is 
done under “low risk” characterization. Only few processes are characterized as “high risk” regarding 
Labour Rights.  

Also the risk distribution for Health and Safety follows the common scheme with the highest share of 
work being characterized as “medium risk”. “High risk” shares are caused by nuclear power plants, 
natural gas power plan and blast furnace gas supply. 

The diagram for Human Rights shows that there is little risk for Human Rights violations due to the 
Belgian power grid mix.  

In the category Governance, the “medium risk” share for Waasland is higher than for most of the other 
shopping centres. Medium risk for Governance is allocated mainly to nuclear power generation, which 
contributes considerably to the Belgian power grid mix. 
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Figure 85– LCWE-SoHo results for reference situation, Waasland 2 

 

 

 

 

 

In Waasland 2, the first refurbishment measure is the introduction of LED lights. This leads to a positive 
and naturalizing effect on Visual Comfort. In addition, Thermal Comfort is improved due to the reduced 
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heat input, and Personal Safety and Security of Users are improved due to optimized lighting 
conditions. Operation Comfort is increased due to advanced controls (Figure 86).  

Same as for Waasland 1, for mean risk variation LCWE-SoHo-Indicators Labour Rights, Human Rights 
and Governance show a deterioration as by reducing the energy demand, low risk labour is faster 
reduced than high risk labour. For Health and Safety, the opposite is true: Medium and high risk work is 
reduced to a greater degree than low risk work. Again, this effect runs through the other refurbishment 
measures. Similarly as for Waasland 1, high risk work is reduced considerably for Labour Rights (35%), 
Health and Safety (43%), Human Rights (25%) and Governance (25%).  
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Figure 86 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 1 (LED lights) for case study 
Waasland 2 

 

The second refurbishment measure includes Green integration of exterior walls. As presented in Table 
2, this leads to an improvement in Thermal Comfort as overheating is reduced. Indoor air quality is not 
affected as the green is integrated from outside. Minor positive effects on Service Quality can be 
assumed as the positive impression caused by the green façade may invite people to use the adjacent 
area as a resting area. Quality of Design and Urban Development of the Building Site is influenced 
positively (Figure 87). For LCWE-SoHo, high risk work is the same for all indicators. Mean risk variation 
effects are the same as described for RFM1.  
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Figure 87 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 2 (Green integration) for case study 
Waasland 2 

The third refurbishment measure is the introduction of efficient appliances, which positively influences 
Thermal Comfort in summer and negatively in winter, so overall rating is set to 0 (Figure 88).For LCWE-
SoHo, high risk work is reduced further: for Labour Rights (47%), Health and Safety (53%), Human 
Rights (39%) and Governance (39%). 
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Figure 88 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 3 (Efficient appliances) for case study 
Waasland 2 

 

The fourth refurbishment measure includes the installation of a PV system with no effects on social-
functional indicators. LCWE-SoHo results display the reduction of relatively low risk work for the Belgian 
power grid mix and the global production of PV systems (Figure 89).  
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For LCWE-SoHo, due to the shift of processes from Belgian to global or EU average ones, high risk 
work is increased considerably in comparison to RFM4 for the indicators Labour Rights, Human Rights 
and Governance. The same indicators show clear shifts in mean risks towards higher risk work (5-8%).  
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Figure 89 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 4 (PV system) for case study 
Waasland 2 

The fifth refurbishment measure adds a battery. Small negative effects are assumed on Area Efficiency 
and Conversion Feasibility due to the additional necessary installations (Figure 90). 

For LCWE-SoHo, the effects and numbers are very similar as for RFM4: high risk work is increased 
considerably in comparison to RFM4 for the indicators Labour Rights, Human Rights and Governance. 
The same indicators show clear shifts in mean risks towards higher risk work (5-8%).  
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Figure 90 Socio-functional and cultural assessment of Refurbishment Measure 5 (Electrical Batteries) for case study 
Waasland 2 
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Figure 91 shows the summarizing slider diagram for the case study Waasland 2, which reaches 9 of 75 
possible assessment points in the socio-functional and cultural assessment. 

 

 
Figure 91 Summarizing slider diagram for case study Waasland 2 
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Summary and Outlook 
Beneath assessing the environmental and economic impacts of the CommONEnergy refurbishment 
measures as it is done in Deliverable D5.6, it is important to also consider social aspects to get a full 
view on sustainability.  

So, in order to perform a socio-functional and cultural assessment of the CommONEnergy 
refurbishment measures, in a first step, social and functional indicators as developed by the EU project 
Open House for the sustainability assessment of buildings were introduced. Next, the use phases of the 
CommONEnergy solution sets were assessed qualitatively using these indicators as a basis. From this, 
it turned out that the indicators Water Quality, Electromagnetic Pollution, Public Accessibility, Noise 
from Building and Shell, Bicycle Comfort, Material Sourcing and Local Material Sourcing were not 
applicable in the CommONEnergy framework. These indicators consequently were not utilized any 
further. 

From this first assessment, it turned out that most refurbishment measures were positively influencing 
Thermal Comfort. Refurbishment measures related to lighting mostly also positively influenced Visual 
Comfort and Personal Safety and Security of Users; measures dealing with ventilation had additional 
impacts on Indoor Air Quality. Most refurbishment measures influenced more than one indicator. The 
measures positively influencing the most indicators and therefore rated best were modular 
multifunctional climate adaptive façade systems, green integration, thermo-acoustic envelopes and 
iBEMS and control strategies.  

In parallel, the method of LCWE-SoHo was introduced, which can be used to assess the whole life 
cycle related social and cultural risks of a value chain. Basing on the LCA models described in 
Deliverable D 5.6, LCWE-SoHo was performed, thus giving insights into the risks related to Labour 
Laws and Decent Work, Health and Safety, Human Rights and Governance, that workers employed 
within the Life Cycles of the refurbishment measures face.  

When presenting the results, at first the LCWE-SoHo risk distributions for the reference situations were 
shown, which gives insight into the social risk profile of the energy consumption in the different case 
study countries. It could for example be seen that a country that uses high shares of renewables in his 
power grid mix like Austria receives good results for Health and Safety in comparison countries that 
purchase a great part of their energy resources globally. Most case study country grid mixes showed 
low risks for Human Right violations or risks related to bad Governance.  

Then, both methods, LCWE-SoHo and the adapted Open House indicators were combined in the 
CommONEnergy Socio-functional and cultural assessment, which was carried out for every case study 
and refurbishment measure.  

For this, an index to display LCWE-SoHo results was developed, which includes both the mean risk 
variation and the reduction of high risk work for the indicator categories Labour Laws and Decent Work, 
Human Health, Human Rights and Governance. 

Results show that the reduction of a shopping centre`s energy demand above all leads to overall 
reductions in high risk work. Furthermore, slight shifts in risk distribution are caused by processes that 
couldn`t be located within a specific country but where assigned global or EU average data, that are 
assigned global or EU risk averages and lead to higher mean risk values than processes that could be 
directly assigned to highly industrialized countries within the EU. Furthermore, where the upstream 
chain information of the products applied in the refurbishment measures, which contains resource 
extraction and manufacturing of primary products, is of sufficient relevance and processes can be 
located to respective countries, a shift towards higher mean risk values can be identified as the 
negative working conditions in terms of the assessed categories show higher risks in the resource 
extracting and primary product producing countries. 

The highest indicator value was reached in the indicator Health and Safety in the case study City Syd 
for refurbishment measure 4.3, which includes all the preceding measures. Negative impacts occurred 
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especially concerning the Open House indicators Conversion Feasibility and Area Efficiency, which can 
be reduced by energy efficiency promoting measures.    

To summarize the results of all indicators into one diagram, all indicator values for the last 
refurbishment measure of each case study were added without weighting and results depicted in a 
slider diagram showing how the case study performs compared to the best possible assessment (full 
score for all indicators). Best overall ratings in the socio-functional and cultural assessment have been 
identified for City Syd and Modena Canaletto. 

The method of LCWE-SoHo was developed in the course of this project and has been applied here for 
the first time. Therefore, some limitations have shown up and several methodological and data source 
related constraints could be identified: 

Within the method, foreground systems, meaning the assembly of consruction products used, and the 
electrical energy production concerned in the use phase, are dominating the overall results. This 
concludes to a strong focus on social impacts of the countries of the shopping center location. However, 
the high risk work mainly occurs in early production stages such as resource extraction and raw 
material processing, which are oftentimes located in developing countries. This is enhanced because 
the working seconds per value added, that are scaling the risk characterizations for different industries 
and countries within the method, are based on European values (cp. Table 3). In Europe, relatively few 
working time is needed to create value. If global country-specific data would be used, the higher risks 
that are related to the background systems would be more visible within the results.  

Again, the modelling of the first stages of the product life cycle underly high uncertainties due to the 
amount of transformation steps. This effect is strongly enhanced through the principles of the global 
market, where the origin of materials is usually not easily traceable to a single country. Furthermore, the 
method is based on existing LCA models and data that sometimes have not been produced focussing 
on the location of processes. Rather, average data sets have been used, which usually leads to a 
deterioration of LCWE-SoHo results. Regarding the huge opportunities to analyse value chains 
regarding their related social risks, the issue of a correct localization or regionalization of LCA models 
and data should be taken to further research. 
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LCWE-SoHo results 

Labour 

Rights and 

Decent 

Work

Health and 
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Rights
Governance

Labour 

Rights and 

Decent 

Work

Health and 

Safety

Human 

Rights
Governance

Labour 

Rights and 

Decent 

Work

Health and 

Safety

Human 

Rights
Governance

Katane Reference

RFM1

LED lighting, Zone lighting concept, Advanced 

controls 0,751 0,787 0,405 0,518 0,894 0,889 0,943 0,927 0,891 0,888 0,938 0,918

RFM2 Heating and cooling set point management 0,567 0,738 0,272 0,529 0,920 0,896 0,962 0,926 0,912 0,892 0,954 0,913

RFM3 Demand control 3,215 3,110 3,021 2,952 0,547 0,562 0,575 0,584 0,550 0,563 0,574 0,583

RFM4 Natural ventilation - Ventilative cooling 3,506 3,394 3,337 3,253 0,506 0,522 0,530 0,542 0,509 0,523 0,530 0,541

RFM5 PV Plant 2,037 2,802 2,056 2,687 0,713 0,605 0,710 0,622 0,681 0,590 0,690 0,592

Mercado del 

Val Reference

RFM1 Multifunctional façade 2,215 2,481 2,051 2,035 0,688 0,651 0,711 0,714 0,682 0,655 0,704 0,706

RFM2.1 Efficient lighting with no control 2,948 3,193 2,777 2,761 0,585 0,550 0,609 0,611 0,579 0,554 0,602 0,604

RFM2.2

Advanced energy efficient lighting with no 

control 3,027 3,268 2,855 2,840 0,574 0,540 0,598 0,600 0,568 0,544 0,591 0,593

RFM2.3

Advanced energy efficient lighting with control 

for operation hours 3,431 3,679 3,226 3,213 0,517 0,482 0,546 0,548 0,511 0,486 0,538 0,540

RFM2.4

Advanced energy efficient lighting with control 

for operation hours and night milieu 3,750 3,989 3,553 3,539 0,472 0,438 0,500 0,502 0,466 0,442 0,493 0,494

RFM3 RES integration (PV + Wind turbine) 1,371 3,022 0,647 0,447 0,807 0,574 0,909 0,937 0,761 0,595 0,864 0,884

Donau-

zentrum Reference

RFM1

LED lights (hybrid, wall washer, artificial light 

tubes) 1,239 1,341 1,152 1,174 0,826 0,811 0,838 0,835 0,823 0,810 0,835 0,830

RFM2 Appliances 1,792 1,873 1,715 1,732 0,748 0,736 0,759 0,756 0,745 0,735 0,756 0,752

RFM3 Cooling set-point (s. Katane) 1,767 1,876 1,655 1,677 0,751 0,736 0,767 0,764 0,748 0,734 0,764 0,758

RFM4 Natural ventilation 1,764 1,877 1,646 1,669 0,752 0,736 0,768 0,765 0,748 0,734 0,765 0,759

RFM5 Photovoltaic Plant -0,634 0,328 -1,602 -1,451 1,089 0,954 1,226 1,204 1,057 0,938 1,190 1,142

RFM6 Infiltration losses reduction (revolving doors) -0,631 0,327 -1,595 -1,444 1,089 0,954 1,225 1,203 1,057 0,938 1,189 1,141

City Syd Reference

RFM1.1 New LED luminaires 0,740 0,895 0,852 0,722 0,896 0,874 0,880 0,898 0,893 0,875 0,879 0,895

RFM1.2 Constant light output Lichtsteuerung 1,356 1,898 1,749 1,290 0,809 0,733 0,754 0,818 0,799 0,736 0,751 0,804

RFM1.3

Energy-efficient operation 1: Zoning, lower 

intensity targets, PREP hours with reduced 

intensity Licht 2,040 2,700 2,519 1,959 0,713 0,620 0,645 0,724 0,701 0,624 0,642 0,707

RFM1.4

Energy-efficient  operation 2: Zoning, lower 

intensity targets, PREP hours with reduced 

intensity, night milieu with reduced intensity 

Licht 2,206 2,864 2,683 2,125 0,689 0,597 0,622 0,701 0,677 0,600 0,619 0,683

RFM1.5

New light tubes, Energy-efficient operation 3: 

Zoning, lower intensity targets, PREP hours 

with reduced intensity, night milieu with 

reduced intensity, daylight-sensitive control of 

luminaires in daylight zone Licht 2,768 3,422 3,242 2,686 0,610 0,518 0,543 0,622 0,598 0,522 0,540 0,604

RFM2 A++ appliances 4,059 4,431 4,336 4,041 0,428 0,376 0,389 0,431 0,422 0,378 0,388 0,422

RFM3.1 Natural ventilation 4,081 4,429 4,333 4,038 0,425 0,376 0,390 0,431 0,419 0,378 0,388 0,422

RFM3.2 New Air Handling Unit 4,798 5,000 4,944 4,774 0,324 0,296 0,304 0,328 0,321 0,297 0,303 0,323

RFM4.1 Roof insulation 4,798 5,000 4,944 4,774 0,324 0,296 0,304 0,328 0,321 0,297 0,303 0,323

RFM4.2 Windows (3 layeres) 4,798 5,000 4,944 4,774 0,324 0,296 0,304 0,328 0,321 0,297 0,303 0,323

RFM4.3 New delivery entrance 4,798 5,000 4,944 4,774 0,324 0,296 0,304 0,328 0,321 0,297 0,303 0,323

RFM5 PV modul + Battery 3,337 4,820 4,473 3,212 0,530 0,321 0,370 0,548 0,498 0,329 0,364 0,502

Grand Bazaar Reference

RFM1 LED lights, New schedule 2,339 2,525 2,162 2,157 0,671 0,644 0,696 0,696 0,666 0,644 0,691 0,690

RFM2

Appliances load reduction / Appliances 

replacement 2,859 2,990 2,756 2,726 0,597 0,579 0,612 0,616 0,594 0,578 0,609 0,611

RFM3 Cooling set point temperature 2,843 3,009 2,712 2,678 0,600 0,576 0,618 0,623 0,596 0,576 0,615 0,617

RFM4 Heat recovery 2,843 3,009 2,712 2,678 0,600 0,576 0,618 0,623 0,596 0,576 0,615 0,617

RFM5 PV + Battery 0,963 2,268 0,015 -0,238 0,864 0,681 0,998 1,033 0,831 0,679 0,964 0,978

Modena 

Canaletto Reference

RFM1

Efficient lighting system and controls LED 

Lamps, lightubes, daylight sensors 2,046 2,098 2,113 2,138 0,712 0,705 0,702 0,699 0,709 0,703 0,701 0,697

RFM2 Replacement of refrigeration cabinets 4,407 4,361 4,468 4,393 0,379 0,386 0,371 0,381 0,380 0,386 0,372 0,382

RFM3 Building envelope  thermal improvements 4,383 4,376 4,415 4,393 0,383 0,384 0,378 0,381 0,382 0,383 0,378 0,380

RFM4 Reflective coating 4,429 4,420 4,462 4,437 0,376 0,378 0,372 0,375 0,376 0,377 0,372 0,374

RFM5 Improving HVAC efficiency 4,373 4,355 4,366 4,332 0,384 0,387 0,385 0,390 0,383 0,386 0,385 0,388

RFM6 Coupling HVAC and refrigeration system 4,306 4,340 4,239 4,283 0,394 0,389 0,403 0,397 0,392 0,389 0,402 0,395

Silute Pamarys Reference

RFM1.1 Energy efficient lighting with no control. 0,669 0,684 0,642 0,658 0,906 0,904 0,910 0,907 0,906 0,904 0,909 0,907

RFM1.2

Advanced energy efficient lighting with no 

control. 2,057 2,101 1,963 2,018 0,710 0,704 0,724 0,716 0,710 0,705 0,723 0,715

RFM1.3

Advanced energy efficient lighting with control 

for operation hours. 3,176 3,134 3,544 3,427 0,553 0,559 0,501 0,517 0,552 0,553 0,508 0,525

RFM1.4

Advanced energy efficient lighting with control 

for operation hours and night milieu. 3,300 3,366 3,182 3,260 0,535 0,526 0,552 0,541 0,534 0,527 0,551 0,541

RFM2

Energy efficiency measures (External walls 

insulation, roof insulation, floor insulation, 

increase efficiency of heat recovery, heat set 

point temperature) 3,300 3,366 3,182 3,260 0,535 0,526 0,552 0,541 0,534 0,527 0,551 0,541

RFM3 PV plant and wind turbines 0,577 2,192 -2,546 -0,490 0,919 0,691 1,359 1,069 0,898 0,714 1,327 1,061

Studlendas Reference

RFM1.1 Energy efficient lighting with no control. 1,062 1,088 1,001 1,037 0,850 0,847 0,859 0,854 0,850 0,847 0,858 0,854

RFM1.2

Advanced energy efficient lighting with no 

control. 2,081 2,134 1,959 2,030 0,707 0,700 0,724 0,714 0,706 0,701 0,723 0,713

RFM1.3

Advanced energy efficient lighting with control 

for operation hours. 3,230 3,219 3,502 3,288 0,545 0,547 0,507 0,537 0,544 0,543 0,513 0,541

RFM1.4

Advanced energy efficient lighting with control 

for operation hours and night milieu. 3,233 3,303 3,142 3,215 0,545 0,535 0,558 0,547 0,544 0,536 0,557 0,548

RFM2

Energy efficiency measures (External walls 

insulation, roof insulation, floor insulation, 

increase efficiency of heat recovery, heat set 

point temperature) 3,233 3,303 3,142 3,215 0,545 0,535 0,558 0,547 0,544 0,536 0,557 0,548

RFM3 PV plant and wind turbines 0,917 2,448 -1,957 -0,064 0,871 0,655 1,276 1,009 0,851 0,676 1,247 1,001

Waasland 1 Reference

RFM1 LED lights 2,126 3,059 1,622 1,600 0,701 0,569 0,772 0,775 0,686 0,577 0,754 0,750

RFM2 Green integration 2,133 3,052 1,642 1,622 0,700 0,570 0,769 0,772 0,685 0,578 0,752 0,747

RFM3 Efficient appliances 3,034 3,712 2,722 2,687 0,573 0,477 0,617 0,622 0,562 0,483 0,605 0,604

RFM4 Heat recovery system 3,043 3,719 2,732 2,698 0,572 0,476 0,615 0,620 0,561 0,482 0,603 0,603

RFM5 PV system + Battery 1,441 3,331 0,354 0,043 0,797 0,531 0,950 0,994 0,754 0,536 0,903 0,919

Waasland 2 Reference

RFM1 LED lights 2,366 3,104 1,622 1,600 0,667 0,563 0,772 0,775 0,652 0,565 0,754 0,750

RFM2 Green integration 2,363 3,103 1,621 1,604 0,667 0,563 0,772 0,774 0,652 0,565 0,754 0,749

RFM3 Efficient appliances 3,230 3,750 2,722 2,687 0,545 0,472 0,617 0,622 0,534 0,473 0,605 0,604

RFM4 PV system 1,714 3,374 0,353 0,042 0,759 0,525 0,950 0,994 0,716 0,525 0,903 0,920

RFM5 Electrical Batteries 1,488 3,151 0,234 -0,192 0,791 0,556 0,967 1,027 0,746 0,554 0,922 0,951

Index value relative Risk Variation product Relative High Risk Reduction
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Labour 

Rights and 

Decent 

Work

Health and 

Safety

Human 

Rights
Governance

Labour 

Rights and 

Decent 

Work

Health and 

Safety

Human 

Rights
Governance

Katane Reference 3,570 3,095 3,611 3,163

RFM1

LED lighting, Zone lighting concept, Advanced 

controls 1,003 1,002 1,005 1,010 3,559 3,090 3,592 3,132

RFM2 Heating and cooling set point management 1,008 1,004 1,008 1,013 3,540 3,082 3,583 3,121

RFM3 Demand control 0,996 0,998 1,001 1,003 3,585 3,100 3,609 3,154

RFM4 Natural ventilation - Ventilative cooling 0,995 0,998 1,000 1,002 3,588 3,102 3,612 3,158

RFM5 PV Plant 1,048 1,027 1,029 1,050 3,399 3,013 3,506 3,005

Mercado del 

Val Reference 3,262 2,520 3,467 2,769

RFM1 Multifunctional façade 1,009 0,994 1,010 1,010 3,232 2,535 3,433 2,740

RFM2.1 Efficient lighting with no control 1,010 0,993 1,011 1,012 3,229 2,537 3,429 2,736

RFM2.2

Advanced energy efficient lighting with no 

control 1,010 0,993 1,011 1,012 3,229 2,537 3,428 2,736

RFM2.3

Advanced energy efficient lighting with control 

for operation hours 1,011 0,992 1,014 1,015 3,225 2,541 3,419 2,728

RFM2.4

Advanced energy efficient lighting with control 

for operation hours and night milieu 1,012 0,991 1,014 1,015 3,223 2,542 3,417 2,726

RFM3 RES integration (PV + Wind turbine) 1,060 0,966 1,052 1,060 3,066 2,606 3,285 2,603

Donau-

zentrum Reference 3,382 2,979 3,660 3,384

RFM1

LED lights (hybrid, wall washer, artificial light 

tubes) 1,003 1,002 1,003 1,005 3,372 2,974 3,649 3,366

RFM2 Appliances 1,003 1,002 1,003 1,006 3,371 2,974 3,648 3,365

RFM3 Cooling set-point (s. Katane) 1,004 1,003 1,004 1,008 3,367 2,971 3,643 3,357

RFM4 Natural ventilation 1,005 1,003 1,005 1,008 3,366 2,971 3,643 3,356

RFM5 Photovoltaic Plant 1,030 1,017 1,030 1,055 3,280 2,929 3,549 3,198

RFM6 Infiltration losses reduction (revolving doors) 1,030 1,017 1,030 1,055 3,280 2,929 3,549 3,199

City Syd Reference 3,326 2,524 3,227 3,241

RFM1.1 New LED luminaires 1,003 0,999 1,001 1,004 3,316 2,526 3,225 3,227

RFM1.2 Constant light output Lichtsteuerung 1,012 0,996 1,003 1,017 3,286 2,535 3,216 3,185

RFM1.3

Energy-efficient operation 1: Zoning, lower 

intensity targets, PREP hours with reduced 

intensity Licht 1,017 0,994 1,005 1,025 3,269 2,539 3,211 3,161

RFM1.4

Energy-efficient  operation 2: Zoning, lower 

intensity targets, PREP hours with reduced 

intensity, night milieu with reduced intensity 

Licht 1,018 0,994 1,005 1,026 3,267 2,539 3,211 3,158

RFM1.5

New light tubes, Energy-efficient operation 3: 

Zoning, lower intensity targets, PREP hours 

with reduced intensity, night milieu with 

reduced intensity, daylight-sensitive control of 

luminaires in daylight zone Licht 1,020 0,993 1,006 1,029 3,259 2,542 3,208 3,146

RFM2 A++ appliances 1,015 0,994 1,003 1,021 3,275 2,539 3,217 3,174

RFM3.1 Natural ventilation 1,015 0,995 1,004 1,022 3,276 2,537 3,213 3,171

RFM3.2 New Air Handling Unit 1,011 0,996 1,003 1,016 3,289 2,534 3,217 3,189

RFM4.1 Roof insulation 1,011 0,996 1,003 1,016 3,289 2,534 3,217 3,189

RFM4.2 Windows (3 layeres) 1,011 0,996 1,003 1,016 3,289 2,534 3,217 3,189

RFM4.3 New delivery entrance 1,011 0,996 1,003 1,016 3,289 2,534 3,217 3,189

RFM5 PV modul + Battery 1,064 0,977 1,016 1,090 3,114 2,582 3,175 2,948

Grand Bazaar Reference 3,477 2,712 3,667 3,231

RFM1 LED lights, New schedule 1,006 1,000 1,006 1,010 3,455 2,711 3,644 3,200

RFM2

Appliances load reduction / Appliances 

replacement 1,005 1,001 1,005 1,008 3,458 2,709 3,650 3,205

RFM3 Cooling set point temperature 1,007 1,001 1,006 1,010 3,454 2,710 3,646 3,199

RFM4 Heat recovery 1,007 1,001 1,006 1,010 3,454 2,710 3,646 3,199

RFM5 PV + Battery 1,041 1,003 1,035 1,057 3,335 2,705 3,537 3,047

Modena 

Canaletto Reference 3,491 3,054 3,558 3,081

RFM1

Efficient lighting system and controls LED 

Lamps, lightubes, daylight sensors 1,004 1,003 1,001 1,004 3,476 3,046 3,554 3,070

RFM2 Replacement of refrigeration cabinets 0,999 1,000 0,998 1,000 3,494 3,053 3,566 3,082

RFM3 Building envelope  thermal improvements 1,002 1,002 1,000 1,003 3,484 3,049 3,557 3,073

RFM4 Reflective coating 1,002 1,002 1,000 1,002 3,484 3,049 3,558 3,073

RFM5 Improving HVAC efficiency 1,002 1,001 1,001 1,005 3,483 3,051 3,554 3,066

RFM6 Coupling HVAC and refrigeration system 1,004 1,001 1,004 1,006 3,477 3,051 3,545 3,062

Silute Pamarys Reference 2,911 2,548 3,201 2,419

RFM1.1 Energy efficient lighting with no control. 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 2,911 2,549 3,200 2,418

RFM1.2

Advanced energy efficient lighting with no 

control. 1,001 0,999 1,001 1,001 2,909 2,551 3,197 2,417

RFM1.3

Advanced energy efficient lighting with control 

for operation hours. 1,002 1,011 0,986 0,985 2,905 2,519 3,244 2,455

RFM1.4

Advanced energy efficient lighting with control 

for operation hours and night milieu. 1,002 0,998 1,001 1,000 2,907 2,553 3,196 2,418

RFM2

Energy efficiency measures (External walls 

insulation, roof insulation, floor insulation, 

increase efficiency of heat recovery, heat set 

point temperature) 1,002 0,998 1,001 1,000 2,907 2,553 3,196 2,418

RFM3 PV plant and wind turbines 1,023 0,969 1,024 1,008 2,844 2,627 3,125 2,400

Studlendas Reference 2,910 2,549 3,199 2,418

RFM1.1 Energy efficient lighting with no control. 1,000 0,999 1,001 1,000 2,909 2,551 3,197 2,417

RFM1.2

Advanced energy efficient lighting with no 

control. 1,001 0,998 1,002 1,001 2,908 2,553 3,194 2,415

RFM1.3

Advanced energy efficient lighting with control 

for operation hours. 1,002 1,007 0,989 0,992 2,905 2,531 3,234 2,438

RFM1.4

Advanced energy efficient lighting with control 

for operation hours and night milieu. 1,002 0,999 1,000 0,999 2,905 2,553 3,198 2,421

RFM2

Energy efficiency measures (External walls 

insulation, roof insulation, floor insulation, 

increase efficiency of heat recovery, heat set 

point temperature) 1,002 0,999 1,000 0,999 2,905 2,553 3,198 2,421

RFM3 PV plant and wind turbines 1,023 0,969 1,023 1,008 2,843 2,628 3,125 2,399

Waasland 1 Reference 3,510 2,683 3,706 3,281

RFM1 LED lights 1,022 0,986 1,023 1,033 3,434 2,719 3,619 3,171

RFM2 Green integration 1,021 0,986 1,023 1,033 3,435 2,719 3,621 3,174

RFM3 Efficient appliances 1,019 0,988 1,020 1,029 3,444 2,714 3,632 3,185

RFM4 Heat recovery system 1,019 0,988 1,020 1,029 3,444 2,714 3,632 3,185

RFM5 PV system + Battery 1,058 0,990 1,052 1,081 3,307 2,708 3,514 3,015

Waasland 2 Reference 3,514 2,707 3,706 3,281

RFM1 LED lights 1,023 0,996 1,023 1,033 3,434 2,719 3,619 3,171

RFM2 Green integration 1,023 0,996 1,023 1,034 3,433 2,718 3,619 3,171

RFM3 Efficient appliances 1,020 0,998 1,020 1,029 3,444 2,714 3,632 3,185

RFM4 PV system 1,059 1,000 1,052 1,081 3,307 2,708 3,514 3,015

RFM5 Electrical Batteries 1,059 1,005 1,049 1,081 3,306 2,695 3,524 3,017

Mean risk variation Mean risk
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4,000 3,000 2,000 1,000

Labour rights low 

[working seconds]

Labour rights medium  

[working seconds]

Labour rights high  

[working seconds]

Labour rights very high  

[working seconds]

Labour rights no data  

[working seconds]

Labour rights not 

applicable  [working 

seconds]

Katane Reference 576298361,494 39609494,019 99729304,446 26745449,217 288466323,210 94335029,231

RFM1

LED lighting, Zone lighting concept, Advanced 

controls 501716868,825 36278849,435 87291919,133 25452921,713 254469232,749 82835077,388

RFM2 Heating and cooling set point management 485980569,911 36571746,855 89129361,687 26267804,836 251309602,431 82677376,880

RFM3 Demand control 333488799,624 22812425,125 54448412,015 15054995,222 164623724,865 53432118,361

RFM4 Natural ventilation - Ventilative cooling 311672075,195 21201423,921 50554575,673 13812323,802 153448529,181 49851748,203

RFM5 PV Plant 256273784,505 27283933,946 63520938,087 22570442,870 150473719,006 46018282,979

Mercado del 

Val Reference 146016215,421 21394360,043 56666509,155 13540661,015 87205442,301 14886339,959

RFM1 Multifunctional façade 93995405,583 14800328,353 38119834,696 9751064,523 58538336,786 10741466,908

RFM2.1 Efficient lighting with no control 79469934,919 12646190,576 32304919,429 8349241,257 49733096,906 9239168,706

RFM2.2

Advanced energy efficient lighting with no 

control 77961862,604 12415774,147 31686915,956 8199888,398 48806160,176 9073463,639

RFM2.3

Advanced energy efficient lighting with control 

for operation hours 69636919,851 11172704,894 28348636,956 7530016,888 43817802,323 8196312,902

RFM2.4

Advanced energy efficient lighting with control 

for operation hours and night milieu 63322396,655 10215564,185 25836213,308 6906235,248 39976396,420 7516226,790

RFM3 RES integration (PV + Wind turbine) 76987625,895 16557862,585 39622139,858 13819174,132 61651558,391 14668678,426

Donau-

zentrum Reference 4675651629,551 1515963984,564 1117386118,832 322359593,778 2922322947,240 378236332,339

RFM1

LED lights (hybrid, wall washer, artificial light 

tubes) 3729511133,980 1204171450,683 914949264,819 270141227,977 2356611589,786 314764217,388

RFM2 Appliances 3375385329,388 1096919666,175 829085573,943 244061880,451 2135248645,080 285829377,733

RFM3 Cooling set-point (s. Katane) 3343942777,407 1088545689,129 830339289,660 246463040,547 2126033637,626 288510128,151

RFM4 Natural ventilation 3341056585,377 1087270994,458 830460639,848 246842727,369 2125265108,932 288947172,785

RFM5 Photovoltaic Plant 3712457825,154 1217588931,493 1135905170,360 386345502,082 2606059437,913 445326409,339

RFM6 Infiltration losses reduction (revolving doors) 3714777152,390 1218614037,205 1135797632,676 386059871,318 2606704929,361 445006172,731

City Syd Reference 477283218,500 54167929,330 131461548,600 55754135,250 360278774,000 227101861,000

RFM1.1 New LED luminaires 417170791,100 48461474,290 117339804,000 49875202,310 317310466,000 198245488,000

RFM1.2 Constant light output Lichtsteuerung 349912279,900 43585149,770 104833634,000 44842819,430 272478219,000 165581336,000

RFM1.3

Energy-efficient operation 1: Zoning, lower 

intensity targets, PREP hours with reduced 

intensity Licht 295674576,200 38297914,580 91783020,260 39396745,490 233440953,000 139674840,000

RFM1.4

Energy-efficient  operation 2: Zoning, lower 

intensity targets, PREP hours with reduced 

intensity, night milieu with reduced intensity 

Licht 284687616,900 37031903,030 88715198,680 38093738,770 225103761,000 134443853,000

RFM1.5

New light tubes, Energy-efficient operation 3: 

Zoning, lower intensity targets, PREP hours 

with reduced intensity, night milieu with 

reduced intensity, daylight-sensitive control of 

luminaires in daylight zone Licht 247262896,200 32744453,650 78319338,150 33680931,300 196760704,000 116626351,000

RFM2 A++ appliances 180059733,700 22882255,810 55455596,110 23540397,570 141475307,000 85431203,100

RFM3.1 Natural ventilation 179517192,900 22881944,790 54915978,540 23540041,540 140934451,000 84892132,200

RFM3.2 New Air Handling Unit 141314985,500 17479746,030 42070640,340 17984652,700 109780009,000 66904245,500

RFM4.1 Roof insulation 141314985,500 17479746,030 42070640,340 17984652,700 109780009,000 66904245,500

RFM4.2 Windows (3 layeres) 141314985,500 17479746,030 42070640,340 17984652,700 109780009,000 66904245,500

RFM4.3 New delivery entrance 141314985,500 17479746,030 42070640,340 17984652,700 109780009,000 66904245,500

RFM5 PV modul + Battery 153756967,600 27747995,710 64292854,280 29024178,720 137165557,000 68736463,100

Grand Bazaar Reference 773063864,800 48501951,430 180758500,300 46088933,270 404836801,000 58248532,900

RFM1 LED lights, New schedule 489766725,700 33304461,300 119365381,100 31800236,340 262788145,000 39755356,800

RFM2

Appliances load reduction / Appliances 

replacement 439976068,100 29474506,420 106573036,700 28228145,260 235364695,000 35320610,300

RFM3 Cooling set point temperature 436733172,100 29715256,100 106651274,900 28492545,900 234777929,000 35576688,900

RFM4 Heat recovery 436733172,100 29715256,100 106651274,900 28492545,900 234777929,000 35576688,900

RFM5 PV + Battery 470457745,200 46152229,800 142817568,800 45594368,530 289055511,000 53975503,000

Modena 

Canaletto Reference 169506985,000 14121014,400 35230111,490 10778540,650 92215908,700 30451183,900

RFM1

Efficient lighting system and controls LED 

Lamps, lightubes, daylight sensors 115602966,300 9857878,358 24931994,890 7683438,244 64038807,400 21169772,200

RFM2 Replacement of refrigeration cabinets 64812845,200 5234995,027 13404586,970 4072670,996 35333616,600 11847525,400

RFM3 Building envelope  thermal improvements 63543646,310 5302972,572 13430148,330 4150204,655 34961105,500 11642999,600

RFM4 Reflective coating 62586137,700 5214457,484 13207391,190 4078249,860 34414278,300 11462860,500

RFM5 Improving HVAC efficiency 63921536,880 5387347,321 13394132,220 4247968,232 35282692,200 11784678,600

RFM6 Coupling HVAC and refrigeration system 64438665,660 5609129,578 13657798,940 4385202,666 35651278,500 11750039,900

Silute Pamarys Reference 168092301,439 3801443,191 99873785,124 48287505,113 116385357,427 20365253,563

RFM1.1 Energy efficient lighting with no control. 152035571,396 3592301,704 90432963,376 43734682,789 105549498,677 18565454,341

RFM1.2

Advanced energy efficient lighting with no 

control. 118831063,605 3166509,990 70851085,922 34317393,044 83123286,777 14826154,881

RFM1.3

Advanced energy efficient lighting with control 

for operation hours. 90002937,163 2870017,901 56959770,481 24780294,069 64494583,073 12087733,578

RFM1.4

Advanced energy efficient lighting with control 

for operation hours and night milieu. 89002509,598 2796487,406 53434893,642 25752224,847 63018839,453 11480378,815

RFM2

Energy efficiency measures (External walls 

insulation, roof insulation, floor insulation, 

increase efficiency of heat recovery, heat set 

point temperature) 89002509,598 2796487,406 53434893,642 25752224,847 63018839,453 11480378,815

RFM3 PV plant and wind turbines 131096012,492 22492312,645 90352259,438 42703206,654 124726874,032 32216667,498

Studlendas Reference 188959152,425 4591830,829 112500892,712 54407455,198 131427260,842 23203306,071

RFM1.1 Energy efficient lighting with no control. 160384393,662 4220766,192 95607177,234 46298292,712 112100348,383 19966127,752

RFM1.2

Advanced energy efficient lighting with no 

control. 132927277,058 3881723,963 79382608,661 38513668,005 93560585,753 16871523,366

RFM1.3

Advanced energy efficient lighting with control 

for operation hours. 100001722,924 3520704,766 63103813,687 27718228,207 72684615,530 13757292,554

RFM1.4

Advanced energy efficient lighting with control 

for operation hours and night milieu. 101529233,886 3487178,869 61422990,929 29346338,132 72481710,257 13397798,506

RFM2

Energy efficiency measures (External walls 

insulation, roof insulation, floor insulation, 

increase efficiency of heat recovery, heat set 

point temperature) 101529233,886 3487178,869 61422990,929 29346338,132 72481710,257 13397798,506

RFM3 PV plant and wind turbines 139788909,800 24084343,500 96284170,320 45793935,600 132917873,000 33795143,300

Waasland 1 Reference 2140924717,533 119305549,850 463487485,570 114941636,493 1077283213,872 142006176,168

RFM1 LED lights 1226409401,367 90298571,677 310168156,660 86522125,705 673782671,154 106863937,480

RFM2 Green integration 1229956061,238 90036032,190 310082507,303 86233799,742 674425619,762 106584336,923

RFM3 Efficient appliances 1026730987,358 72726012,767 255444467,630 69720722,620 558173716,844 86691780,787

RFM4 Heat recovery system 1024808789,242 72556482,884 254904285,297 69556033,029 557046350,080 86492312,398

RFM5 PV system + Battery 1028228205,000 109302751,600 326819719,100 109074827,600 649945274,000 122775722,000

Waasland 2 Reference 2262730267,300 122498083,285 493380152,445 115060087,193 1137515361,407 149270461,375

RFM1 LED lights 1226409401,367 90298571,677 310168156,660 86522125,705 673782671,154 106863937,480

RFM2 Green integration 1224641491,107 90293349,511 310306679,178 86522001,955 673350436,981 106864687,494

RFM3 Efficient appliances 1026730987,358 72726012,767 255444467,630 69720722,620 558173716,844 86691780,787

RFM4 PV system 1028243972,313 109314408,687 326844704,687 109084710,948 649983509,339 122797277,953

RFM5 Electrical Batteries 1067045889,680 114040976,550 341108465,192 112949709,189 676386648,333 127630071,018 
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4,000 3,000 2,000 1,000

Health and Safety low  

[working seconds]

Health and Safety 

medium  [working 

seconds]

Health and Safety high  

[working seconds]

Health and Safety very 

high  [working seconds]

Health and Safety no 

data  [working seconds]

Health and 

Safety not 

applicable  

[working 

seconds]

Katane Reference 406358168,971 469718569,084 132872571,368 84543817,597 31690834,598 0,000

RFM1

LED lighting, Zone lighting concept, Advanced 

controls 353814651,518 410488502,783 118697075,005 74314654,568 30729985,369 0,000

RFM2 Heating and cooling set point management 344279939,279 401399065,565 120338707,464 73623883,566 32294866,727 0,000

RFM3 Demand control 233315461,102 270440760,284 74397003,291 47997108,873 17710141,662 0,000

RFM4 Natural ventilation - Ventilative cooling 217927873,219 252555883,883 69076986,233 44669995,228 16309861,499 0,000

RFM5 PV Plant 182771223,516 227065624,448 80405268,868 47793577,847 28105406,713 0,000

Mercado del 

Val Reference 56140043,277 121061633,822 78736993,897 66031723,254 17739133,643 0,000

RFM1 Multifunctional façade 37885504,834 80321099,448 52593045,363 42179925,406 12966861,798 0,000

RFM2.1 Efficient lighting with no control 32172290,285 68232044,795 44574927,838 35646243,454 11117045,420 0,000

RFM2.2

Advanced energy efficient lighting with no 

control 31590653,336 66946298,722 43724610,981 34962673,279 10919828,602 0,000

RFM2.3

Advanced energy efficient lighting with control 

for operation hours 28591589,276 59841272,727 39262065,901 31106650,113 9900815,796 0,000

RFM2.4

Advanced energy efficient lighting with control 

for operation hours and night milieu 26105548,961 54528743,413 35754237,306 28285626,141 9098876,785 0,000

RFM3 RES integration (PV + Wind turbine) 40476540,992 77403244,263 51385666,808 34730201,722 19311385,503 0,000

Donau-

zentrum Reference 4078313702,908 3734870643,820 999910838,811 1649143601,295 469681819,471 0,000

RFM1

LED lights (hybrid, wall washer, artificial light 

tubes) 3248507929,946 3001592254,073 827828624,345 1317814838,698 394405237,571 0,000

RFM2 Appliances 2942543845,567 2721052938,755 750374122,962 1196369043,613 356190521,874 0,000

RFM3 Cooling set-point (s. Katane) 2914174203,716 2705704601,390 755619188,930 1188539148,284 359797420,200 0,000

RFM4 Natural ventilation 2911470578,409 2704207808,250 756472429,905 1187327182,030 360365230,176 0,000

RFM5 Photovoltaic Plant 3216389079,130 3231830510,282 1122527803,238 1362849243,930 570086639,762 0,000

RFM6 Infiltration losses reduction (revolving doors) 3218533824,576 3233050134,490 1121904270,284 1363814176,586 569657389,744 0,000

City Syd Reference 130643440,000 451152834,000 568504056,000 72267837,780 83479298,200 0,000

RFM1.1 New LED luminaires 116643202,200 396450769,300 495970724,100 64653538,370 74684991,800 0,000

RFM1.2 Constant light output Lichtsteuerung 104358108,700 338116994,000 413442728,600 58145676,520 67169929,600 0,000

RFM1.3

Energy-efficient operation 1: Zoning, lower 

intensity targets, PREP hours with reduced 

intensity Licht 91241575,080 288454247,700 348459647,200 51090892,910 59021687,300 0,000

RFM1.4

Energy-efficient  operation 2: Zoning, lower 

intensity targets, PREP hours with reduced 

intensity, night milieu with reduced intensity 

Licht 88205555,260 278033920,000 335364190,200 49401790,950 57070615,400 0,000

RFM1.5

New light tubes, Energy-efficient operation 3: 

Zoning, lower intensity targets, PREP hours 

with reduced intensity, night milieu with 

reduced intensity, daylight-sensitive control of 

luminaires in daylight zone Licht 77906668,570 242587528,500 290755998,100 43681391,620 50463087,100 0,000

RFM2 A++ appliances 54575211,980 176584409,900 211894784,800 30525854,540 35264232,200 0,000

RFM3.1 Natural ventilation 54572126,330 174426269,500 211894033,600 30525494,770 35263816,800 0,000

RFM3.2 New Air Handling Unit 41867979,250 136319005,600 167089596,500 23319278,530 26938419,200 0,000

RFM4.1 Roof insulation 41867979,250 136319005,600 167089596,500 23319278,530 26938419,200 0,000

RFM4.2 Windows (3 layeres) 41867979,250 136319005,600 167089596,500 23319278,530 26938419,200 0,000

RFM4.3 New delivery entrance 41867979,250 136319005,600 167089596,500 23319278,530 26938419,200 0,000

RFM5 PV modul + Battery 63812142,830 164178760,500 174404536,900 36338986,970 41989589,400 0,000

Grand Bazaar Reference 326531653,400 534454002,700 423938928,100 158972241,000 67601758,600 0,000

RFM1 LED lights, New schedule 209629540,700 345011804,400 272622677,800 102878568,000 46637715,600 0,000

RFM2

Appliances load reduction / Appliances 

replacement 187725005,300 308509769,600 244403297,500 92721469,590 41577519,800 0,000

RFM3 Cooling set point temperature 187016509,800 307350416,300 243195691,700 92409238,810 41975009,900 0,000

RFM4 Heat recovery 187016509,800 307350416,300 243195691,700 92409238,810 41975009,900 0,000

RFM5 PV + Battery 219476583,790 365576835,832 282896254,608 112798562,028 67304690,323 0,000

Modena 

Canaletto Reference 120310133,800 143625732,600 46851438,660 27565548,370 13950890,800 0,000

RFM1

Efficient lighting system and controls LED 

Lamps, lightubes, daylight sensors 82188030,430 98579096,830 33057579,080 19227474,560 10232676,500 0,000

RFM2 Replacement of refrigeration cabinets 45894448,710 54800788,490 18335142,360 10369154,950 5306705,690 0,000

RFM3 Building envelope  thermal improvements 45102975,770 53983343,390 18141695,450 10368492,050 5434570,330 0,000

RFM4 Reflective coating 44415402,860 53149275,570 17856711,900 10202298,790 5339685,960 0,000

RFM5 Improving HVAC efficiency 45541499,070 54138029,230 18488354,920 10261068,460 5589403,790 0,000

RFM6 Coupling HVAC and refrigeration system 46092122,940 54741229,080 18366618,540 10549511,450 5742633,230 0,000

Silute Pamarys Reference 112524084,296 37433129,743 286168395,850 15250264,303 5429771,666 0,000

RFM1.1 Energy efficient lighting with no control. 101893569,333 34392680,626 258504476,541 13970040,291 5149705,491 0,000

RFM1.2

Advanced energy efficient lighting with no 

control. 79908393,385 28118677,458 201181450,800 11325874,195 4581098,382 0,000

RFM1.3

Advanced energy efficient lighting with control 

for operation hours. 57045766,002 23751345,946 157076791,856 9468519,034 4187468,744 0,000

RFM1.4

Advanced energy efficient lighting with control 

for operation hours and night milieu. 59921296,037 22601213,092 149891516,628 8982538,700 4088769,305 0,000

RFM2

Energy efficiency measures (External walls 

insulation, roof insulation, floor insulation, 

increase efficiency of heat recovery, heat set 

point temperature) 59921296,037 22601213,092 149891516,628 8982538,700 4088769,305 0,000

RFM3 PV plant and wind turbines 96577164,939 97727423,150 180884507,230 34194020,429 34204217,012 0,000

Studlendas Reference 126740222,943 43190973,362 321051169,091 17510202,026 6597330,657 0,000

RFM1.1 Energy efficient lighting with no control. 107812322,687 37769171,186 271668305,657 15226526,336 6100780,068 0,000

RFM1.2

Advanced energy efficient lighting with no 

control. 89639843,537 32620114,391 224174341,179 13052138,388 5650949,310 0,000

RFM1.3

Advanced energy efficient lighting with control 

for operation hours. 64996481,381 27450028,055 172930875,984 10840917,773 5165427,509 0,000

RFM1.4

Advanced energy efficient lighting with control 

for operation hours and night milieu. 68253399,813 26926801,147 170745787,794 10615156,734 5124105,091 0,000

RFM2

Energy efficiency measures (External walls 

insulation, roof insulation, floor insulation, 

increase efficiency of heat recovery, heat set 

point temperature) 68253399,813 26926801,147 170745787,794 10615156,734 5124105,091 0,000

RFM3 PV plant and wind turbines 103059490,174 104194880,144 192476929,788 36449336,266 36483738,970 0,000

Waasland 1 Reference 827229558,490 1415616461,823 1218230346,336 420526862,394 168817930,612 0,000

RFM1 LED lights 540810120,857 880989552,229 686032676,426 259825119,544 126387394,989 0,000

RFM2 Green integration 541589275,453 882256915,550 687353302,219 260165140,893 125953723,043 0,000

RFM3 Efficient appliances 445491820,655 730391029,601 573728768,985 217583351,230 102292717,535 0,000

RFM4 Heat recovery system 444605863,735 728942076,662 572614249,145 217151191,427 102050871,962 0,000

RFM5 PV system + Battery 491205321,478 818419907,281 627142006,392 251360185,988 158019077,731 0,000

Waasland 2 Reference 921150551,040 1517484433,119 1221159876,258 451770330,602 168889221,985 0,000

RFM1 LED lights 540810120,857 880989552,229 686032676,426 259825119,544 126387394,989 0,000

RFM2 Green integration 539162278,216 880143844,226 685962848,911 259849377,791 126382129,691 0,000

RFM3 Efficient appliances 445491820,655 730391029,601 573728768,985 217583351,230 102292717,535 0,000

RFM4 PV system 491229463,715 818461088,718 627167453,291 251371973,932 158038604,270 0,000

RFM5 Electrical Batteries 501821654,720 845176455,136 656643134,436 269729595,204 165790920,466 0,000 
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4,000 3,000 2,000 1,000

Human Rights low  

[working seconds]

Human Rights medium  

[working seconds]

Human Rights high  

[working seconds]

Human Rights very high  

[working seconds]

Human Rights no data  

[working seconds]

Human Rights 

not applicable  

[working 

seconds]

Katane Reference 831897852,040 149761916,142 83666015,589 37069263,080 22788914,767 0,000

RFM1

LED lighting, Zone lighting concept, Advanced 

controls 719589010,969 133117653,864 78779637,613 34460599,792 22097967,007 0,000

RFM2 Heating and cooling set point management 702878027,234 130633116,670 80455881,699 34746162,048 23223274,950 0,000

RFM3 Demand control 475112568,276 86676407,291 47907691,186 21428425,691 12735382,768 0,000

RFM4 Natural ventilation - Ventilative cooling 444122949,671 80678280,345 44256256,969 19760710,898 11728439,729 0,000

RFM5 PV Plant 384764811,581 77819850,488 58227874,172 25117935,604 20210629,547 0,000

Mercado del 

Val Reference 235509438,705 29220767,827 41469822,169 20753802,072 12755697,121 0,000

RFM1 Multifunctional façade 152121966,582 20668397,099 29425460,583 14406454,228 9324158,359 0,000

RFM2.1 Efficient lighting with no control 128557055,451 17709151,534 25144380,916 12337957,505 7994006,386 0,000

RFM2.2

Advanced energy efficient lighting with no 

control 126101611,647 17391911,710 24688394,824 12109953,572 7852193,168 0,000

RFM2.3

Advanced energy efficient lighting with control 

for operation hours 112252783,161 15832167,157 22453009,214 11044983,909 7119450,372 0,000

RFM2.4

Advanced energy efficient lighting with control 

for operation hours and night milieu 102086204,611 14492618,767 20561842,593 10089568,365 6542798,270 0,000

RFM3 RES integration (PV + Wind turbine) 129682595,420 25989736,734 37553264,079 16194791,401 13886651,653 0,000

Donau-

zentrum Reference 8463381312,241 964113073,930 857432279,132 309245216,888 337748724,114 0,000

RFM1

LED lights (hybrid, wall washer, artificial light 

tubes) 6752727079,068 779267357,818 715801907,928 258735290,329 283617249,489 0,000

RFM2 Appliances 6115209470,400 712886089,473 648454053,739 233843854,665 256137004,493 0,000

RFM3 Cooling set-point (s. Katane) 6059295897,703 714958776,119 654735795,824 236113363,742 258730729,133 0,000

RFM4 Natural ventilation 6053113039,670 715375890,618 655741984,129 236473272,428 259139041,924 0,000

RFM5 Photovoltaic Plant 6747755168,047 958059836,650 1019913642,851 368004685,594 409949943,200 0,000

RFM6 Infiltration losses reduction (revolving doors) 6752603470,340 957813633,329 1019166638,190 367734784,792 409641269,029 0,000

City Syd Reference 742181329,300 97787631,730 353283368,100 52765079,720 60030057,200 0,000

RFM1.1 New LED luminaires 650179655,800 87478836,420 309839389,100 47199283,000 53706061,500 0,000

RFM1.2 Constant light output Lichtsteuerung 549248106,000 78657964,980 262593916,900 42431477,720 48301971,800 0,000

RFM1.3

Energy-efficient operation 1: Zoning, lower 

intensity targets, PREP hours with reduced 

intensity Licht 466006602,500 69107783,680 223435246,700 37275855,680 42442561,700 0,000

RFM1.4

Energy-efficient  operation 2: Zoning, lower 

intensity targets, PREP hours with reduced 

intensity, night milieu with reduced intensity 

Licht 448898532,000 66822405,000 215272850,200 36042740,870 41039543,700 0,000

RFM1.5

New light tubes, Energy-efficient operation 3: 

Zoning, lower intensity targets, PREP hours 

with reduced intensity, night milieu with 

reduced intensity, daylight-sensitive control of 

luminaires in daylight zone Licht 390654704,600 59082564,900 187502831,200 31866510,520 36288062,700 0,000

RFM2 A++ appliances 284600370,900 41292560,790 135319369,900 22273642,810 25358549,000 0,000

RFM3.1 Natural ventilation 282439267,700 41292073,070 135318768,900 22273381,060 25358250,300 0,000

RFM3.2 New Air Handling Unit 221655510,600 31546404,910 105943098,800 17017817,210 19371447,500 0,000

RFM4.1 Roof insulation 221655510,600 31546404,910 105943098,800 17017817,210 19371447,500 0,000

RFM4.2 Windows (3 layeres) 221655510,600 31546404,910 105943098,800 17017817,210 19371447,500 0,000

RFM4.3 New delivery entrance 221655510,600 31546404,910 105943098,800 17017817,210 19371447,500 0,000

RFM5 PV modul + Battery 253510379,800 49123390,740 121079915,300 26815569,830 30194760,900 0,000

Grand Bazaar Reference 1191911576,000 100333801,400 125207073,900 45433632,150 48612500,500 0,000

RFM1 LED lights, New schedule 756688477,800 68604510,740 86554113,190 31395971,130 33537233,700 0,000

RFM2

Appliances load reduction / Appliances 

replacement 680897825,300 60202219,360 76350002,080 27588573,850 29898441,200 0,000

RFM3 Cooling set point temperature 676317287,300 60578482,380 77028140,550 27838679,530 30184276,800 0,000

RFM4 Heat recovery 676317287,300 60578482,380 77028140,550 27838679,530 30184276,800 0,000

RFM5 PV + Battery 745397533,719 89797807,362 120632415,240 43826291,824 48398878,434 0,000

Modena 

Canaletto Reference 249442372,200 47738695,130 31807924,530 13282651,130 10032101,200 0,000

RFM1

Efficient lighting system and controls LED 

Lamps, lightubes, daylight sensors 171319982,300 32975650,300 22527649,140 9103246,449 7358329,190 0,000

RFM2 Replacement of refrigeration cabinets 95769831,450 18357953,710 11882107,230 4880289,794 3816058,030 0,000

RFM3 Building envelope  thermal improvements 93949065,920 18122101,230 12088773,220 4963130,985 3908005,630 0,000

RFM4 Reflective coating 92527365,160 17839349,870 11879732,690 4877153,182 3839774,180 0,000

RFM5 Improving HVAC efficiency 94438869,530 18207785,500 12321833,350 5030520,531 4019346,540 0,000

RFM6 Coupling HVAC and refrigeration system 94929744,370 18327502,680 12818938,610 5286395,565 4129534,010 0,000

Silute Pamarys Reference 228062593,957 140101681,784 32227599,252 52509215,958 3904554,906 0,000

RFM1.1 Energy efficient lighting with no control. 206492385,468 126655473,112 29518402,193 47541052,505 3703159,005 0,000

RFM1.2

Advanced energy efficient lighting with no 

control. 161773765,271 98807740,989 23972581,662 37267133,303 3294272,994 0,000

RFM1.3

Advanced energy efficient lighting with control 

for operation hours. 130227165,434 75467322,298 16518832,574 26515140,608 3011213,479 0,000

RFM1.4

Advanced energy efficient lighting with control 

for operation hours and night milieu. 122071473,740 73768628,433 18828425,636 27876567,351 2940238,601 0,000

RFM2

Energy efficiency measures (External walls 

insulation, roof insulation, floor insulation, 

increase efficiency of heat recovery, heat set 

point temperature) 122071473,740 73768628,433 18828425,636 27876567,351 2940238,601 0,000

RFM3 PV plant and wind turbines 208009808,148 98520106,143 69266435,818 43194691,765 24596290,885 0,000

Studlendas Reference 256863599,782 157377291,390 36977520,844 59127338,173 4744147,888 0,000

RFM1.1 Energy efficient lighting with no control. 218298077,887 133390283,601 32218621,939 50283044,706 4387077,802 0,000

RFM1.2

Advanced energy efficient lighting with no 

control. 181259220,276 110332847,065 27690625,284 41791090,183 4063603,998 0,000

RFM1.3

Advanced energy efficient lighting with control 

for operation hours. 144172241,486 83811629,606 19334316,778 29920801,815 3717120,728 0,000

RFM1.4

Advanced energy efficient lighting with control 

for operation hours and night milieu. 140376434,084 84034865,381 21899676,967 31669524,420 3684749,728 0,000

RFM2

Energy efficiency measures (External walls 

insulation, roof insulation, floor insulation, 

increase efficiency of heat recovery, heat set 

point temperature) 140376434,084 84034865,381 21899676,967 31669524,420 3684749,728 0,000

RFM3 PV plant and wind turbines 221745687,936 104880910,560 73600948,268 46201330,891 26235497,686 0,000

Waasland 1 Reference 3474680829,829 257590270,745 313523534,960 113211348,179 121448429,292 0,000

RFM1 LED lights 1895689576,675 185705119,419 235805961,858 85958888,348 90885317,745 0,000

RFM2 Green integration 1900699520,106 185293279,446 235066025,547 85686068,297 90573463,761 0,000

RFM3 Efficient appliances 1588850292,694 149001875,929 189360397,859 68716313,409 73558808,115 0,000

RFM4 Heat recovery system 1585848292,605 148661748,804 188915131,500 68554183,331 73384896,692 0,000

RFM5 PV system + Battery 1636330031,864 210710353,745 281390180,399 104084236,514 113631696,346 0,000

Waasland 2 Reference 3474680829,829 257590270,745 313523534,960 113211348,179 121448429,292 0,000

RFM1 LED lights 1895689576,675 185705119,419 235805961,858 85958888,348 90885317,745 0,000

RFM2 Green integration 1894012773,784 185678610,477 235805730,522 86004665,320 90885206,137 0,000

RFM3 Efficient appliances 1588850292,694 149001875,929 189360397,859 68716313,409 73558808,115 0,000

RFM4 PV system 1636357620,325 210736223,313 281432291,690 104096710,696 113645737,902 0,000

RFM5 Electrical Batteries 1715048156,650 211457390,098 288242390,196 105193385,830 119220437,189 0,000 
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4,000 3,000 2,000 1,000

Governance low  

[working seconds]

Governance medium  

[working seconds]

Governance high  

[working seconds]

Governance very high  

[working seconds]

Governance no data  

[working seconds]

Governance 

not applicable  

[working 

seconds]

Katane Reference 573094412,654 226632694,606 220911513,103 85851309,609 18694031,645 0,000

RFM1

LED lighting, Zone lighting concept, Advanced 

controls 490812695,839 197490368,202 200223211,996 81391354,646 18127238,560 0,000

RFM2 Heating and cooling set point management 479063508,148 193651920,572 196439904,122 83730787,027 19050342,732 0,000

RFM3 Demand control 325161560,278 129477701,782 130171050,131 48603169,344 10446993,677 0,000

RFM4 Natural ventilation - Ventilative cooling 304296949,573 120639564,581 121234694,819 44754634,372 9620985,716 0,000

RFM5 PV Plant 250262388,253 117647073,416 115942332,907 65710274,767 16579032,050 0,000

Mercado del 

Val Reference 67000905,100 164771475,958 51815931,033 45656444,507 10464771,296 0,000

RFM1 Multifunctional façade 44668250,794 104794151,674 36268897,880 32565731,727 7649404,775 0,000

RFM2.1 Efficient lighting with no control 37841706,075 88467644,014 31023580,433 27851467,474 6558153,798 0,000

RFM2.2

Advanced energy efficient lighting with no 

control 37155967,190 86743435,173 30453638,999 27349212,633 6441810,926 0,000

RFM2.3

Advanced energy efficient lighting with control 

for operation hours 33218263,288 77046449,670 27661312,064 24935699,476 5840669,317 0,000

RFM2.4

Advanced energy efficient lighting with control 

for operation hours and night milieu 30324005,199 69932737,332 25296582,243 22852121,715 5367586,117 0,000

RFM3 RES integration (PV + Wind turbine) 45274455,223 80462577,256 42916573,064 43261648,988 11391784,756 0,000

Donau-

zentrum Reference 7408181673,359 1149777886,245 873477279,261 1223424267,189 277059500,250 0,000

RFM1

LED lights (hybrid, wall washer, artificial light 

tubes) 5878983496,160 937510760,916 731632902,001 1009366950,584 232654774,972 0,000

RFM2 Appliances 5323438983,733 856249671,103 661047926,337 915681505,099 210112386,498 0,000

RFM3 Cooling set-point (s. Katane) 5261962491,671 860623511,345 667500528,840 921507979,423 212240051,242 0,000

RFM4 Natural ventilation 5254865431,874 861416350,597 668520293,930 922466157,040 212574995,328 0,000

RFM5 Photovoltaic Plant 5560030980,742 1213206862,105 1045906474,835 1348251895,879 336287062,781 0,000

RFM6 Infiltration losses reduction (revolving doors) 5565547819,540 1212677801,189 1045139027,937 1347561293,514 336033853,501 0,000

City Syd Reference 794606648,500 140695455,300 150902297,300 170599658,700 49243406,300 0,000

RFM1.1 New LED luminaires 690862680,700 125873588,700 134994451,100 152616751,700 44055753,600 0,000

RFM1.2 Constant light output Lichtsteuerung 569787553,500 113207754,600 121383167,300 137232250,800 39622711,300 0,000

RFM1.3

Energy-efficient operation 1: Zoning, lower 

intensity targets, PREP hours with reduced 

intensity Licht 476758845,000 99474760,450 106645908,000 120572372,800 34816163,900 0,000

RFM1.4

Energy-efficient  operation 2: Zoning, lower 

intensity targets, PREP hours with reduced 

intensity, night milieu with reduced intensity 

Licht 458519903,300 96186436,630 103119190,800 116585290,300 33665250,700 0,000

RFM1.5

New light tubes, Energy-efficient operation 3: 

Zoning, lower intensity targets, PREP hours 

with reduced intensity, night milieu with 

reduced intensity, daylight-sensitive control of 

luminaires in daylight zone Licht 396319267,400 85050153,990 91175340,680 103082360,300 29767551,400 0,000

RFM2 A++ appliances 292843970,500 59434105,710 63721854,830 72042627,680 20801934,700 0,000

RFM3.1 Natural ventilation 290683762,500 59433403,240 63721105,110 72041780,460 20801689,700 0,000

RFM3.2 New Air Handling Unit 230522232,200 45401832,070 48681659,140 55037915,100 15890640,500 0,000

RFM4.1 Roof insulation 230522232,200 45401832,070 48681659,140 55037915,100 15890640,500 0,000

RFM4.2 Windows (3 layeres) 230522232,200 45401832,070 48681659,140 55037915,100 15890640,500 0,000

RFM4.3 New delivery entrance 230522232,200 45401832,070 48681659,140 55037915,100 15890640,500 0,000

RFM5 PV modul + Battery 223661943,200 70768972,570 75808152,620 85715808,340 24769139,800 0,000

Grand Bazaar Reference 749466298,900 452792842,700 128857253,400 140504746,900 39877441,900 0,000

RFM1 LED lights, New schedule 472660745,500 290826543,800 88802070,540 96979934,710 27511012,000 0,000

RFM2

Appliances load reduction / Appliances 

replacement 425380218,200 260370233,800 78566100,530 86094444,170 24526065,000 0,000

RFM3 Cooling set point temperature 422067761,200 258947096,300 79266413,430 86905056,030 24760539,600 0,000

RFM4 Heat recovery 422067761,200 258947096,300 79266413,430 86905056,030 24760539,600 0,000

RFM5 PV + Battery 448772348,300 296221667,200 124842073,900 138514632,200 39702205,000 0,000

Modena 

Canaletto Reference 167091028,900 71855167,151 71051791,188 34076298,907 8229458,044 0,000

RFM1

Efficient lighting system and controls LED 

Lamps, lightubes, daylight sensors 114206700,600 49818772,950 48872782,200 24350472,310 6036129,420 0,000

RFM2 Replacement of refrigeration cabinets 63802104,810 27661848,880 27243148,870 12868777,560 3130360,100 0,000

RFM3 Building envelope  thermal improvements 62547479,740 27282308,250 26900421,390 13095081,730 3205785,870 0,000

RFM4 Reflective coating 61604314,280 26863437,700 26477228,800 12868579,560 3149814,750 0,000

RFM5 Improving HVAC efficiency 62872497,770 27035210,560 27419127,920 13394399,000 3297120,210 0,000

RFM6 Coupling HVAC and refrigeration system 63501705,670 27128151,720 27642335,520 13832413,960 3387508,360 0,000

Silute Pamarys Reference 17986646,184 238820133,550 111972212,300 84823698,628 3202955,196 0,000

RFM1.1 Energy efficient lighting with no control. 16587556,815 215759488,622 101472051,936 77053627,287 3037747,621 0,000

RFM1.2

Advanced energy efficient lighting with no 

control. 13704124,415 167960608,391 79751431,545 60996996,553 2702333,315 0,000

RFM1.3

Advanced energy efficient lighting with control 

for operation hours. 11790226,416 134294554,080 58869265,055 44491537,163 2470136,057 0,000

RFM1.4

Advanced energy efficient lighting with control 

for operation hours and night milieu. 11264073,466 125401303,075 60056558,716 46351484,027 2411914,478 0,000

RFM2

Energy efficiency measures (External walls 

insulation, roof insulation, floor insulation, 

increase efficiency of heat recovery, heat set 

point temperature) 11264073,466 125401303,075 60056558,716 46351484,027 2411914,478 0,000

RFM3 PV plant and wind turbines 56785171,885 157882537,223 106573131,548 102169847,238 20176644,866 0,000

Studlendas Reference 20881052,249 267990832,605 126283311,687 96043017,723 3891683,814 0,000

RFM1.1 Energy efficient lighting with no control. 18387301,634 226802454,293 107575560,494 82213014,754 3598774,759 0,000

RFM1.2

Advanced energy efficient lighting with no 

control. 16027304,874 187190825,019 89622532,655 68963299,102 3333425,155 0,000

RFM1.3

Advanced energy efficient lighting with control 

for operation hours. 13882036,507 147309497,246 68492393,390 51882062,384 3048484,579 0,000

RFM1.4

Advanced energy efficient lighting with control 

for operation hours and night milieu. 13638217,726 143192584,792 68629441,115 53182360,686 3022646,261 0,000

RFM2

Energy efficiency measures (External walls 

insulation, roof insulation, floor insulation, 

increase efficiency of heat recovery, heat set 

point temperature) 13638217,726 143192584,792 68629441,115 53182360,686 3022646,261 0,000

RFM3 PV plant and wind turbines 60708641,599 167811679,985 113587703,686 109035043,377 21521306,696 0,000

Waasland 1 Reference 2198063119,179 1309008778,500 322941399,926 350815450,745 99625664,654 0,000

RFM1 LED lights 1183160767,684 731197065,610 241544420,617 263588247,921 74554362,213 0,000

RFM2 Green integration 1186787095,854 732748355,913 240780464,694 262703896,205 74298544,491 0,000

RFM3 Efficient appliances 991051957,784 611138647,425 194380443,489 212575429,526 60341209,782 0,000

RFM4 Heat recovery system 989208872,309 609960187,117 193923470,588 212073174,850 60198548,067 0,000

RFM5 PV system + Battery 978350301,180 655094721,866 293741946,642 325746028,271 93213500,909 0,000

Waasland 2 Reference 2198063119,179 1309008778,500 322941399,926 350815450,745 99625664,654 0,000

RFM1 LED lights 1183160767,684 731197065,610 241544420,617 263588247,921 74554362,213 0,000

RFM2 Green integration 1179904404,880 731226088,395 241334701,676 263336947,762 74554390,929 0,000

RFM3 Efficient appliances 991051957,784 611138647,425 194380443,489 212575429,526 60341209,782 0,000

RFM4 PV system 978357234,015 655120109,011 293779145,889 325787075,638 93225019,373 0,000

RFM5 Electrical Batteries 1017292180,753 683647869,804 302246256,216 338177438,308 97798014,881 0,000 
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Partner Questionnaire 

To assess the socio-cultural and functional impacts in a qualitative way, in early project stages a 
questionnaire was developed and was sent to the respective project partners. 

 

Figure 92: Social-functional and cultural impact assessment questionnaire 

The questionnaire was filled by the industry partners and represents first insights. The assessment 
based on the information given for the indicators, which was very condensed. It was taken as a starting 
point for the social-functional assessment presented in the Deliverable at hand. Figure 93 to Figure 103 

show the results of this very basic assessment. 
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Figure 93: Social-cultural and functional impact assessment of solar collectors 
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Figure 94: Social-cultural and functional impact assessment of green integration 
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Figure 95: Social-cultural and functional impact assessment of modular, multifunctional climate adaptive façade 
system 
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Figure 96: Social-cultural and functional impact assessment of thermo-acoustic envelope 
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Figure 97: Social-cultural and functional impact assessment of iBEMS 
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Figure 98: Social-cultural and functional impact assessment of building integrated photovoltaik 
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Figure 99: Social-cultural and functional impact assessment of ventilative cooling 
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Figure 100: Social-cultural and functional impact assessment of daylighting system 
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Figure 101: Social-cultural and functional impact assessment of artificial lighting 
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Figure 102: Social-cultural and functional impact assessment of smart coating materials 
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Figure 103: Social-cultural and functional impact assessment of thermal cascade and storage 
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Figure 104: Social-cultural and functional impact assessment of water loop and thermal storage 
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Figure 105 to Figure 114 illustrate the influences of different refurbishment measures on a set of socio 
functional indicators according to this first basic assessment.   
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Figure 105: Components’ influence on personal safety and security 
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Figure 106: Components’ influence on thermal comfort 
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Figure 107: Components’ influence on indoor air quality 
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Figure 108: Components’ influence on acoustic comfort 
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Figure 109: Components’ influence on visual comfort 
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Figure 110: Components’ influence on operation comfort 
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Figure 111: Components’ influence on electromagnetic pollution 
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Figure 112: Components’ influence on noise 
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Figure 113: Components’ influence on material sourcing 
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Figure 114: Components’ influence on local materials 

 


